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THE BG NEWS
Monday

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

ran to produce nuclear fuel for electricity

October 2,2006
Volume 101. Issue 32
WWWBGNEWS.COM

ByAUAkbwDaraM
The Associated Press

Speaker warns
against mixing
sex and alcohol
Joel Goldman will
speak to students
about his experience
with HIV | Page 3

Mental health
programs dispel
ignorance

TEHRAN, Iran — Iran's hardline president said yesterday
his country was determined to
expand its uranium enrichment
program, announcing a plan to
produce more nuclear fuel and
calling allegations that Tehran
was seeking nuclear weapons a
"big lie."
Speaking to professors at
I'ehran University, President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad reinforced his rejection of demands
by the U.S. and its allies to stop

enrichment, saying his country
was committed to generating
nuclcat fuel for electricity.
"Allegations or charges by the
United States than Iran is seeking nuclear weapons is a big lie,"
Ahmadinejad said during his
speech, which was broadcast on
state-run television.
The process of uranium
enrichment can be used to produce electricity or build nuclear

poses.
Ahmadinejad said in his
speech that Iran will hopefully
install up to 11X1,000 centrifuges,
which spin uranium gas into
enriched material in order to
produce nuclear fuel. I le did not
provide any more details or set a
timeline, but installing so many
centrifuges could take several
years.
In February, Iran announced
for the first time that it produced
a batch of low-enriched uranium, using 164 centrifuges.

weapons depending on the level
of enrichment. The U.S. alleges
Iran is seeking to build nuclear
weapons, but Iran contends that
its program is for peaceful pur-

By Casundra Shofar

Reporter
Sex and alcohol shouldn't be
mixed, and national speaker loci
Goldman will tell the campus
why at 9:15 tonight in the Union
Ballroom.
Goldman com raited Human
VAHIDSALEMI

5PPHOI0

NUCLEAR: Iranian President Mahmoud
See URANIUM | Page 2

Ahmadinejad joins his hands

HI

Kara]

Several events on
campus this week aim
to increase student
awareness | Page J

Overpass
collapses, kills
five in Quebec

A new beginning

People in Montreal
were crushed after a
viaduct caved onto

LUKEHHtRN

two cars | Page 5

Volleyball wins
tenth straight
on the season
It took five games,
but BG pulled out a
win against NIU.
| Page 14

Falcons bounce
back with win
over Ohio
Anthony Turner
returned to
the lineup and
BG gets
back
over .500
| Page 14

Friday
The fourth American
space tourist landed
safely She paid $20
million for the trip.

Saturday
Isaac was officially
declared a hurricane,
and is expected to
reach Canada today.

Sunday
Democrats demanded
the investigation of
former Rep. Mark
Foley s e-mails to a
16-year-old boy.
For more information:
vmw.bgnews.com

Will you be skipping
class on Friday in
honor of Fall Break?

To reach Cocoon's crisis lint:
call The Link 24 hours a day at
419-352-1545 or 800-472-9411
for emergency safe housing.

Domestic violence
Web sites offer
escape tool to women
searching for help

By Jamie Francisco
Chicago Tribune

Sheltering women in Bowling Green

CHICAGO — Along with information about
emergency services and shelter, the Web site
of an agency that helps victims of domestic
abuse now offers an escape but ton for women
worried about their safety.
Ihe button, which appears on the Well
sites of Palatine. Ill.-based Women In Need
Growing Stronger and other agencies across
the country, is intended to help victims temporarily camouflage Internet research efforts
and avoid arousing the suspicion of the abusers they are attempting to flee.
Click on the "ESCAPE" button on the computer screen, and the Google search page
appears, providing instant cover for a woman
searching the Internet for information on how
to deal with abuse.
" I f somebody were to come up beh i nd t hem,
they're at least able to escape for that moment,
to show they were working on something
else," said Jennifer Djordjevic, spokeswoman
for WINGS, which added the escape button to
its Web site in April.
Agencies that assist domestic-violence victims began adding the escape feature on their
Web sites about four years ago when staff
members realized that abusers were gleaning
information from
computer-generSee ESCAPE | Page 2

Since opening in June 2005. the Cocoon shelter —the first battered women's shelter in Wood County — has become a safe
haven for females looking to flee violent situations that may be
harmful not only to them, but also to their children.

Healthy transitions

Success in numbers

Women who stay at Cocoon typically:

In a little over a year. Cocoon has

■ Aie eligible to remain at the shelter
(or a period of 50 days in a st»-month

■ Provided 2.058 days of safe housing to
women and children

period
■ Yet most women stay an average ol

■ Provided 1.169 hours of advocacy and
support

60 days because "there is so much to
work out before they can successfully

■ Intercepted 98 new crisis calls

leave and transition into safe housing."
said Michelle Gossklt. executive
director of Cocoon

Community donations
In the last year. Cocoon has accepted donations from a variety of places

Accomplishments
In one calendar year. Cocoon has helped
the JO women and 28 children who
stayed in the shelter
■ Deal with the court system
■ Find safe and affordable new housing
■ Heal from physical injuries
■ Deal with emotwal trauma
■ Re-establish identity destroyed by
the abuser

■ $64,101 through the State Victims
Assistance Act (December 2005)
■ S5.000 from the Toledo Community
Foundation (March 2006)
■ $5,000 from the BG Community
Foundation (April 2006)
■ $7,465 from the slate of Ohio in Family
Violence Prevention Funds
■ $6,000 from Wal-Mart (June 2006)
■ $9,555 from the United Way (July 2006)

See HIV | Page 2

Percent of infant deaths rise due to preterm births
ByMilrcStobbe

"No. I just don't want
to miss class. I figure
I'm paying for it. I
might as well go."
|Pag«4

I
I

TODAY
Isolated T-Storms
High: 78. Low: 57

TOMORROW
Isolated T-Storms
High: 81. Low: 61

k

The Associated Press

ATLANTA — Scientists now say
a third of infant deaths are due
to premature births — a much
larger percentage than previously thought.
In the past, "preterm birth"
has been the listed cause of
death in fewer than 20 percent
of newborn fatalities. But that
number should be 34 percent or
more, said researchers at the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
That's because at least a dozen
causes of newborn death are
actually problems that go handui li,mil with premature births,
such as respiratory distress syn-

drome caused by underdeveloped lungs.
"This brings preterm birth,
as a cause of death, to the
kind of level that we think it
deserves," said the CDC's Dr.
Bill Callaghan. the lead author
of a study appearing Monday in
the journal Pediatrics.
The revised statistic may lead
to greater efforts to counsel pregnant women about taking care of
themselves and avoiding actions
that can lead to preterm births
— such as smoking and drug
use.
It also may help organizations
lobbying for more research into
why some women who follow
medical advice still have preterm
babies. The March of Dimes is

Immunodeficiency Virus —
more commonly known as inv
— soon after he graduated college, as a resuli nt the irresponsible behavior pattern lie began
in college and continued after.
"I became infected with HIV
by mixing alcohol with sex in
social situations," Goldman said.
"I was infected alter college but
it was that college behavior that
did it... so I feel like I'm returning to the scene of the crime.''
Goldman, who grew up in
Columbus bin presently resides
in California, has spoken toover
I million students since 1992,
the year he found out he had
contracted the vims.
I le said he has a soft spot for
Ohio because it feels like home
to him and he particularly
enjoys speakingai the I Intversif)
because of his good rapport with
the students.
"Every time I've been to BG,
it's been a good connection with
the students," Goldman said.
adding that he can distinctly
remember his past speeches
in Bowling Green down to the
details of the room.
Although Goldman is not the
traditional student age anyIIIIIII'. he realized that the same
irresponsible behavior and risk
taking he used to engage in is
still occurring on campuses
nationwide today,
"HIV has been around
these students all their lives.
Goldman said, referring to the
fact that when he was growing
up. he didn't hear about AIDS
and other Sexually Transmitted
Infections to the extent that
today's generation has
"It's the most educated generatjon but ils also getting the
most infer, lions." Goldman said.
His program. "Sex Under
the Influence," is "part alcohol awareness, part sexual
health lesson," according to
the Campus Speak Web site, an
agency founded in 1999 that represents college speakers,
Goldman said that with SI I
rates on the rise, the main goal
of his speech is to help students connect the dots between
alcohol and sexual decisions,
and how the combination can
lead to Sexually Transmitted
Infections.
"l.atc at night, students are
having a couple drinks and not
really thinking about what they
learned in their health class,"
lies,ml
Senior Maegan llorinek,
who was in charge of bringing
Goldman on campus, thinks
his speech serves an imperative purpose to all students and
audience members.
"I think its a big issue." said
llorinek. vice president of programming for the Panhcllenic
Council, the governing body
for the 14 National Panhellenic

■ at least $10,000 m private donations

Adam Keller, Senior.
Chemistry

Speaker says
sex and alcoho
can lead to H

"It isn't just an
exercise in moving
deck chairs around
on the Titanic."
Carol Hogue | Professor
advocating to expand federal
research into preterm labor and
delivery and the care and treatment of premature infants.
At issue is how to label the
causes of deaths for infants who
die before they reach their first
birthday.
"Preterm birth" generally
describes infants who are born
before 37 weeks gestation, and

the term is also used as an official cause of death. Two-thirds
of infant deaths occur in children who were preterm. but their
cause of death is often attributed to one of the several specific
problems that can occur in preterm babies.
"The only way that an infant
gets assigned ('preterm birth'l
is if there's nothing else on
the death certificate," said
Callaghan. a senior scientist in
the CDC's maternal and infant
health branch. "That may result
in an underestimation of what
the real problem is."
Callaghan and other researchers examined birth and death

Factoring in related
causes of death
.-satis are d-6
to premature Drrths - a iarger
portion than previously thougit
a study sho.v? hss^achers say
many causes ot newbor death
go nand-ln-lianit A
■I Infant deaths
Study of about 28 000 b-rtti and
death certificates 2002
17% Classiled prete-rr brlh

i in deaths attributed to
proterm-related can*'► Respiratory distress
► Brain hemOTffMQS

► Mjte-ru complicatons
34% CosrW be classilod as
! caused by pietetrr birth

SOUM t Contois ,sl Dt)6«M
noMiol vd I'lwomiori

See BIRTHS | Page 2
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POLICE
BLOTTER
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Thursday
6:41 a.m.
Unknown male repotted steeping in .1 bed at a Ridge Stri
■K c The male ■
Joshua J. Fall. 20. He was
I for criminal trespassing
and criminal damaging. Fal
J he resided there.
■■

1:25a.m.

■

:

Wof ' i

1:54 a.m.

■

■

■

■

■

2:01 a.m.

■

■

■•to

tl ie home. The

Conference sororities at the
University. "I think a lot of people think thai it will never hap
pen to them ... it just take* one
time."
Goldman was considered to
be a "model student'' according to Campus Speak, lie was
fraternity president, Involved In
all the activities and knew all
the administrators, "lint when

■ nig folding cl

1:15 am
Lmdsey A. Millet

■

I

1:45 a.m.

it came to parties, loel learned
to mix sex and alcohol," the Web
site said.
Ilorinek used these facts as
an example thai you never really
know everything about a person.
"lie was a model student, got
good grades ... everyone knew
him and then this happened."
Ilorinek said.
She added that this Illustrates
that Goldman's Story could happen to anyone
There's no way of truth-

fully knowing everything about
someone," Ilorinek said. "So

10 enrich uranium to produce
nuclear fuel and won't considei
suspending it, even for a day.
"\cit a single person has a righl
to give up the rights of the Iranian
nation," he said.
Iran has been locked in a llfltile with the United States and
some of ils allies over ils nuclear
program. Tehran defied a UN,
Securit) Council deadline calling
on ii to suspend enrichment by
Aug. :n oi face possible Internationa] sanctions.
Hut talks between Iranian and
European officials have continued over a package of Incentives

thai six countries
the United
States, China, Russia, France,
Britain and ("icrinany— areollei
IngTehran In return for suspending iis enrichment program and
returning to full-scale negotiations,
l;isl week, envoys ended two
days of talks in Berlin with no
agreement on the enrichment
Issue bin insisted they bad "come
to some positive conclusions"
on ways to open broader discussions.

you never truthfully know what
you're getting into.'
Goldman's speech is also
Mica 111 to reach a variety of students, and no) just focus on one
gender or type of person
"I didn't wanl to bring sonic
thing that was geared towards
jusiw omen 01 -just men." Ilorinek
said. "I warned to have sonic
thing that everyone can relate to
... someone that the crowd can
learn from."

■

ted and they
were unaware of who he w
i^on to the Wood County

■

■

■

*

URANIUM

2:10 am

■

to find I

■

■■

■
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5:31 p.m.

2:14 a.m.

empl<-

; atched to N.

. .

■ i ill fire
■

luring floor re-H
believed to be the < ,
5:42 p.m.
-eported fighting
. rl
■ epotl
f\
triable I
■ ,■
one ui
5:57 p.m.
reportout h Mercer apartment

■

2:48 a.m.
Afen

■

■

2:19 a.m.
I
9:52 am

■

■

5:20 a.m.
■

■

■ All

■

:

5:17 p.m
3:50 am

■

.

■

■

■

■

ll also has said il plans to iniail
:MKX) centrifuges by the end of
the year ai iis uranium enrichment plain in the central Iranian
town oi Natanz, Large-scale production of enriched uranium
In Natanz would require M.ooo
centrifuges,
The speech yesterday was
one oi several lately In which
Mimadiiiejad has said Iran will
not give up its right under the
\m tear \onprolilcialion treaty

■

1

Ano'

■

back window to
using.
uegory-Lewis Win'
"gan to run.
top running and

9:28 a.m
■

■

5:25 p.m
6:28 p.m.

■

4:57 p.m

■

7:11 p.m.
■ I

■

■

■

. irrant
• c bag with

■

■

11:25 p.m.

■

7:41 p.m.

7:05 p.m.
lie reported t' I
d er juvenile on
■

■

11:46 p.m.
I

'

8:11 p.m.

9:28 p.m.

■

■

.

■

■

■

■

■ ed her

■
.

Sunday
12:04 a.m.

10:45 p.m

with physical violence
11:27 p.m.
■

ii

I

I

■

11:47 p.m.

■

■

■

■

■

■

t the i

■

■

12:14 a.m.

, conduct.
11:59 p.m.

■

led for
open contaii
h .1 on Scott
■

Saturday
12:02 am

1:19 a.m.
■

■

11:59 p.m

■

■

2:17 a.m.

■

■

ted for underage po->
ihol on Bentwood Lane.
my Duane Gr< ■

ESCAPE
From Page 1

certificates for more than 22.000
U.S. infants that died In 2002.
More than 4,300 of those—or
17 percent — were attributed
only to preterm birth. Rut the
researchers also grouped in
more than 5,000 other deaths
that were attributed topretermrelated conditions including
respiratory distress syndrome,
brain hemorrhageand maternal
complications such as premature rupture ol membranes.
In that counting, nearly
9,600 births — or 34 percent —
could be classified as preterm,
Callaghan said. I be researchers
believe thai figure is conservative and likely underestimates
the true picture.
Experts have generally understood the burden of preterm
birth on Infant deaths, hut the

ated Interne) search histories
to Stalk and harass victims,
said
Cindy
Soulbworlh.
director of technology at
the National Network to
End Domestic Violence.
The network's escape button redirects to The Weather
Channel.
in 2000, the Washingtonbased organization launched
a campaign to educate
siafi of domestic-violence
agencies about spyware
technology, computer programs thai save Web pages
visited, including e-mails,
Southworth said.
II installed on a personal
computer, tech savvy alms
ers can track the Internet
habits of their victims From
e-mails to previewing bus
schedules
thai could clue
them in on when their victim plans io leave, she said.
"All the emerging technoiogleSi including Internet,
wireless phones, electronic
mail, have required thai
domestic \ iolence-prevention advocates become techsavvy," Southworth said.
"We need Io undeisiand
these tools so we could help
victims use them and understand how perpelrators are
misusing lliese tools."
It is not known how mam
Web sites of domestic-violence agencies feature an
escape button, Soulliuorlh
said.

■

:

■

n smoking mari
rested for d
bstructing offi

BIRTHS
From Page 1

12:11 a.m
■

new study soils oui the data
and provides specific numbers,
said Carol llogue, an Emory
Universitj professorofmaternal
and child health.
"Ii isn't jusi an exercise in
moving deck chairs around on
the Titanic" said fiogue.

■

■

12:18 a.m.

.hoi

2:49 a.m.

Friday
12:52... in
Ellen Butler. I i

poDcnsTinG •■•;

■

■

i for
■;■.■■
nand
container on East Court Stri
1:01 a.m.
D. Poley. 20. arrested for
rid underage

she said thai ii probably is
safer for victims to research
their plans at a public Iota
lion, such as a library, so
theii Interne) search habits
can'i be tracked
At home, an escape bin
ton could briefly shield them
from being found out. she
said i*i11 using the button
does noi erase search-history Information,
" I he escape button is mil
foolproof," Southworth said.
"Anything you do on ihe
Internet can be tracked. (The
button) does help if somebod) walks up io you in a
Coffee shop, bill il does not
protect you if your perpetrator has access to your computer at home or has remote
access
be* ause
they've
installed a (spyware] prod
uct and they're monitoring
you from afar."
For
domestic-^ iolence
victims who have com
puler access only al home,

■

■

2:56 a.m.

■

12:49 a.m.

■

■

jointhegQ HEUIS

Southworth warns them
noi io change their Interne)
search habits, even if they
discover they are being
cyber-stalked. \m sudden
changes in behavior could
sel nit an abllsel. she said
"Ii could be lethal if all of
a sudden the computer (his
torv of visited Web sites] is
cleared," Southworth said.
"It could tip off the abuser
that she's aware he's hern
monitoring her and she's
potentially making plans In
leave. She's more likely Io be
seriously injured or killed
al thai time than any other

time."

HEADING TO COLUMBUS THIS WEEKEND?

FORT RAPIDS
INDOOR WATERPARK RESORT

BGSU-0S.U COLUMBUS FOOTBALL PACKAGE
Friday & Saturday overnight room for FOUR, only $199/night!
Includes morning breakfast buffets' AND waterpark admissions.
Just call 1-877-33-SPLASH and ask about our "Go-Falcons!" promotion.
Or visit FortRapids.com to learn more about Central Ohio's Largest Indoor Waterpark Resort!
Only fifteen minutes from Ohio Stadium!
OnV baaed on room availability. Reservation musl be booked by IO/05'Ofi and the Go Falcons! promotion must be mentioned al Ihe bme ot reservation
Otler not valid on existing bookings or with any other oflers Call 1-877-33-SPLASH lor details 'Based on 4-per60n occupancy. Gratuities noi included

d

fVeferrecf
Properties Co.

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www pr9f0rradprop9tl10tCO.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Aprs.
• Mini Moll Apts.
• Piedmonl "Under Renovation" • Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
- sma" pet* allowed
See our wobiifD or
coll for nKwe details

«&»
GREAT
AFFORDABLE
RATtSl

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

CHERRYW00D

HEALTH SPA
• Indoor Healed Pool
BE •Kti.MeriovsiH"
MtMltnaHIr • H<» lioipmrnl
•Mullen 10 .-,.,,„
OfFrCI HOUUS
Mon-Fri:8l2& 14 30
330 S. Maple St. 419-332-9371

.<
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"Our main goal is to. ..fight the stigma"
NAMI hosts events to promote mental health awareness on campus
o|K'li as well lo illustrate "I low
to Help a Struggling I riend."
According to Ginter, the
necks events .ue being
sponsored In the Wood
County Mcohol and Drug
Association and Menial
I lealih
Sen ic es
hoard.
BGSU disability services
1.ft,nit I
id lean I an
the founder ol Bt.sil NAMI.
tin tii t. I. Paula l ambert
and Monika Lewis, two
speakers interested on raising
awareness lor mental health,
mil heal the lit,St I Minimi
Centei in the first floor conference room al 7 p.m.
tin (id 7 al II a.m. to
I p.m.. a walk lor men
lal health will he held al
Bowling Green's cit) park
i here is no fee regulation
lo join ihe walk and complementary lood. chinks,mil I
shins w ill he provided.
"It's an eveni that the
Wood Count) Children's
Uesoilic e ( elllcl .mil family
Services are hoping will he
big." said ( ami \snius. pres
idem of the Wood ( iiuniv
chapter of NAMI,
Mlfundingcamefromthe
Bowling Green Community,
I oundation and communi-

By Olivia Day
Reporter
Menial health is ;i disease
that man) have been snug
glingwith fill \eals
In order lo educate nth
eis about menial health,
BGSD National Association
for the Mentally III and

the Wood Count) chaptei

EVElVNHOCKSTtIN

LIFE LESSONS:
■ igether ihiough his mother's death and his fatlwr's boul with alcoholism Every day. \w gi
before dawn to look ov>f

Dropped fees give students hope

ol \\\ll planned several
events throughout the week
to recognize Mental Health
\wareness Week.
Out main goal is lo
educate others to fight the
stigma." said Megan (iiniei.
president of BGSU NAMI.
"People need to reali/e
thai then
the patients]
cannot 'snap out oi it.' It's a
real illness just like diabe
tes

By Shashanlc Bengali

NAIROBI, Kenya
Maureen
Akinyi is 14, serious and poised,
.ind she dreams ol becoming
a lawyer. Orphaned ai 3 aftei
l)oih her parents died ol long illnesses, she's lived with -i Mim^
-ion ill guardians, holding on to
liulv except her clothes and her
schoolbooks.
Inli Onyando, 12, Is a goodnatured hoy with .i stubborn
Streak who's had lohold his family together ihrnu^h his mother's
death and his lather's hum with
alcoholism. I le's up before dawn
everj da) tolookovei his home
work and, when there's enough
food, lo help prepare a meager
breakfast with his three siblings.
Both children ol Nairobi's
sprawling kihera slum, scarred
by Africa's twin scourges ol po\ ert) and disease, have al least
onethinggoing for them: I hex 're
going to school.
\ few \eais ago, that would
have been unthinkable. Iitti
ovei the past decade, bowing to
domestic pressures and hacked
In donors, several \trican countries have eliminated prlmar)
school tuition, pax ins; the waj
toi millions ol children from
poor families to attend classes
loi the fust nine.
In Kenya, one ol President

\lwai Kibaki's litsi mines upon
taking office in 2003 was to make
education free through theeighth
grade. Fees had started at about
$12 a year pel student, hut that
'/..is mo much lor mans poor
families When the lees were
eliminated, students flooded
into public schools. Enrollment
rose to 7.ti million from 5.9 million, and it's still climbing.
Bin the cash-strapped go>
ernment siiii hasn't hired mine
teachers oi buill additional
i lassroom space, in cities such

as Nairobi, classes luilge with
ne.uh KKI students, and hooks
and basic supplies often don't
teach remote regions.
fhrOUghoul Africa, there's
a catch to free primarj education: It offers hope to the most
vulnerable children, hut it's
stretching school systems to the
breaking point,
"li's had an undisputed
impact in helping children
access school,
said lattice
Dolan, an education adviser lor
the British churin organization saw the Children, "hut al
some level, the toe us has been
on access lather than quality
ol education."
I he first African nation to
abolish school fees was tun.
impoverished Malawi, hut IJ
years later, its classrooms are
still overflowing. The liter,u v

tate has grown only 2 percentage points. 10 till percent, in a
report on primary education
this year, World Hank analysts
singled out Malawi, Kenya and
Uganda as countries where
rapid expansion has degraded
the quality of schooling.
"We .ue receiving children, and we aie not reach lor

them," s;iid i lisheba Khayeri,
the head teacher al Nairobi's
Ayani Primarj school. "No
one prepared us lor these
large classrooms "
"Enrollment is tip and the
dropout rale is down.'' she said.
"More children tire accessing
school. Education in Kenya is
now not onh lot those who can
afford it."
Kenya's sen inrdepu I \ director
of education. Stephen Karaba,
said the shortcomings were due
to budget c oust i aims and would
eventuall) lie addressed, lie
said the government is alread;
spending roughly an additional
siII million each \e.n
onetenth ot the total education
budget
mi lice primary educ ation. including textbooks fot
every student.
"While it is true that in the
majority ot schools, die children
are more than teachers can
handle effectively, leaching and
learning materials are available
ten everyone," Karaba said

CM

i .1 in c'l.'

Ibdaj from 11 a.m. to I
p.m. and I p in. lo (i pan
there will he a silent auction
al Ihe Connection ( enter ol
Behavioral Connections.
Items were donated In
local aiea merchants and all
profits will go to benefit the
Connection < enter.
[brnorrowat7p.rn.. presenters will he in room 228 M the
Union to speak about suicide,
I heWellnesst Connection
will also he having a course
on "Stress Sun i\ill." and
Dr. Charles Burke will he
presenting "How to Choose
a I herapisl"
I hec ounselingcenlei w ill he

t\ members.
"Because we had so many
tragedies in ihe past, there
was awareness of all theagenhelp," Vsmussaid.
" lake advantage ol these.
I here is no w long door lor
this.'

Enriching people's lives
Famous people who have mental
health problems:
Winston
■ H. Thomas Ediso- I
way. Viet
.an. Abfdham Lincoln,
i qelo. Sn Isaac '•■
Other facts:
■

althoc'i *

■

GET A LIFE
TODAY
I Never Saw Another
Butterfly Theatre performance
Founders Courtyard
ONGOING
Prints of Pop through
Oct. 8
Toledo Museum of Art

Free Movie:
Superman Returns

**

-,
#

BE BETTER.
BE BOLD.
BE THE DIFFERENCE.

Tuesday- Oct. 3rd
Friday- Oct. 13th
Sunday- Oct. 15th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Special early showing
every Friday @ 6:30 PM

www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organization/uao/movies.html

Are you the type of person who strives to make a difference? Then come meet the
Quicken Loans team. With an average of $75K to $100K during your second year as
a Mortgage Banker, the very best training in the industry and a top place on Fortune
magazine's list of 100 Best Companies to Work For in America, we can make a
difference for you. Want more good news? We're hiring. So check out the date and
time below to find out when we'll be rolling through your campus. Are you THE DIFF?
If you are, we're looking for you.

[SANDY |ESS
General Manager,
McDonald Dining
Proudly serving you
since 19T9.

BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY

Fun Facts
• I am a Wizard of 0z' groupie, so much so

EXPO Career and
Internship Fair

that I have a real yellow brick road
leading to my patio.
• My baking specialty is cheesecake;

TUESDAY, 10.03.2006
@ 10:30AM-3:00PM

however, I do not like to eat them.

PERRY FIELD HOUSE

Can't wait until then? Apply online.
Go to Quickenloanscareers.com for more

umm
Loans
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Thursday
6:41 «.m.
Unknown male reported sleeping in a bed at a Rtdge Street
residence. The male was identified as Joshua J. Fall. 20. He was
arrested for criminal trespassing
and criminal damaging. Fall stated he believed he resided there,
he was intoxicated and his friends
had left him. Fall was unable to
say why he was in the home. The
three female residents repeatedly
i lie was unwanted and they
were unaware of who he was. He
fan to the Wood County
Center.
5:51 p.m.
Fire officials dispatched to N.
Wmtergarden Road for small fire.
Possible ignition from clothes
dryer during floor re-install
believed to be the cause.
5:42 p.m.
Three males reported fighting
in Clough Street parking lot.
One reportedly had a small knife
Police were unable to locate anyone upon arrival.
5:57 p.m.
Strong smell of marijuana reported at South Mercer apartment
complex. An officer knocked
on the door and no one came.
Another officer arrived and he
went to the back window to
make sure no one was escaping.
Keith Gregory-Lewis Wlnu
had escaped and began to run
■ | told to stop running and
eventually stopped and laid on
the ground. White admitted he
had been smokmg ma
and was arrested for drug abuse
and obstructing official bu i
Police later got a search warrant
and located a plastic bag with
i lana m another resident's
bedroom closet.
7:05 p.m.
Juvenile reported to have
punched another juvenile on
Colony Lane.
9:28 p.m.
South Main Str
reported an anonymous call from
a subject who threatened her
with physical violence.
11:27 p.m.
innated \na sink and
Jorth Main
' bar. He was told he
unwelcome at the bar and
warned for disorderly conduct.
11:39 p.m.
Tobias E. Hafner, 20. arrested for
open container and underage
possession of alcohol on Scott
Hamilton Avenue.
11:59 p.m
Chelsea Lynn Keeling. 19.
■ ■ d for underage possession
of alcohol on Beniwood Lane.
Jeremy Duane Green. 19. was
I'ssion
of alcohol.

12*2 a.m
Megan Ellen Butler. 19. and
1
Polen. 19. arrested for
underage possession and open
container on East Court Street
ftMam
Bnan D. Foley. 20. arrested for
open container and underage

possession of alcohol on East
Wooster Street
ttUun
Lindsey A Miller, 20. arrested for
criminal trespassing after r
denied entry at a North Mam
Street bar due to her level of
intoxication. She returned with
another ID later and attempted
->be returned i
and again was refuse* I
1:43 am
David W. Mintey >
for disorderly conduct at a North
Main Street bar. Police arrived
to find bouncers holding him
m a headlock. Mintey admitted
to trying to punch one of the
emplo.'
but sin. ■
2:4Sa.m.
Afemale with swollen knur ■
inching a wall refused to
be transported to the hospital
9:52 a.m
nent reportwas denied memb' ■
Flying Club at Wood County
Airport on East Poe Road.
3:17 p.m
Justin T Kubicki. 22. and St.
T.Sze*'
"Sted after a
■

on th<j i
Szobderski said the.
pictures for a photograph, i
■re not lying on the ti
3:25 p.m
Theft reported at a North Mam
Street store.
4:57 p.m

:

■

$218.93 of mei
Wooster Street sto"
observed opening an IMP'S player
package and then h
coat. Police later found two other
audio < I
7:41 p.m.
' I Japoleon Rood resident
reported iten
from
his wallet
t:11 p.m.
Two students were leferred to
stud-' * smoking
mam Lot 6.
10:45 p.m
Fight reported at a
Summit Street .
11:47 p.m.
Travis S. La'>t
■ I for
■

1:23a.m.
Two subjects cited with theft
after seen taking folding chairs on
East Merry Avenue.
1:34 a.m.
Matthew C. Atvanos. 23, en
for assault and resisting arrest
after witnesses reported a fight
on South Piospect Street.
2:01a.m.
Intoxicated female reported to
be kicking a vehicle on South
Prospect Street. Police reported
no damage to the vd
2:10 am
(ported to be hit by
paint balls on North Summit

■

3:30 am
Purse holding $50 cash, house
■ i nera phone report'..ourt
I bar.
9:28 a.m
On Ridge Str6:28 p.m.
East Napoleon Road n
reportei 11
phone
7:11 p.m.
■

■

■

11:23 p.m.
ki
I North
11:46 p.m.
Two males and ring on North
Prospect Street.
Sunday
12:04 a.m.
. S. Zelinsky.
for disorderly conduct and
n of alcohol
at a Campbell Hilt Road apart12:14 a.m.

Saturday
12:02 am
Matthew A. Bugbc- .
for open COM i
ol on
South Collecji- I
12:11 am
Cynth ■
Miller. 24, arrested roi
of alcohol in I
12:18 a.m.
n H. Dornoffjr.. 20, JI
ed for
criminal mischief in Lot 4. Police
report II
I in his
vehicle with what appeared to be
a black handgun.
12:49 a.m.
Ashley P Straight. 2
Monica L Bauer, 20,
■

the administrators. "But when

URANIUM
From Page l

■

2:14 a.m.
Subject reported to be threatening to kill people oi
Woostei
2:19 a.m.
; .>rted to be picking
fights in Lot '.
3:20 a.m.
■ ported in front of or
Wooster St'* All
■ lone when police

■

age under the indues
Campbell Hill Roaii i|

Conference sororities at the
University "I think a lot of people think that it will never happen to them ... it just takes one
time."
Goldman was considered to
be a "model student" according to Campus Speak. He was
fraternity president involved in
all the activities and knew all

I for fighting
m Lot M.
1:19 a.m.
Ruben M. Rodriguez. 21. arrested
for enn
2:17 a.m.

emplo.

ted
I two
breal >.g up a fight
Voostef Street I

It also has said it plans to intall
3,000 centrifuges by the end of
the year at its uranium enrichment plant in the central Iranian
town of Natanz. large-scale production of enriched uranium
in Natan/. would require 54,000

centrifuges.
The speech yesterday was
one of several lately in which
Ahmadinejad has said Iran will
not give up its right under the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty

fully knowing everything about
someone," Horinek said. "So
you never truthfully know what
you're getting into.
Goldman's speech is also
meant to reach a variety of students, and not just focus on one
gender or type of person.
"I didn't want to bring something that was geared towards
just women or just men," I lorinek
said. "I wanted to have something that everyone can relate to
... someone that the crowd can
learn from."

to enrich uranium to produce
nuclear fuel and won't consider
suspending it, even for a day.
"Not a single person has a right
to give up the rights of the Iranian
nation," he said
Iran has been locked in a battle with the United States and
some of its allies over its nuclear
program. Tehran defied a U.N.
Security Council deadline calling
on it to suspend enrichment by
Aug. 31 or face possible international sanctions.
Hut talks between Iranian and
European officials have continued over a package of incentives

that six countries — the United
States, China, Russia, France,
Britain and Germany—are offering Tehran in return for suspending its enrichment program and
returning to full-scale negotiations.
last week, envoys ended two
days of talks in Berlin with no
agreement on the enrichment
issue bin insisted they had "come
to some positive conclusions
on ways to open broader discussions.

BIRTHS

ESCAPE

From Page 1

From Page 1

certificates for more than 22,000
U.S. infants that died in 2002.
More than 4,300 of those—or
17 percent — were attributed
only to ureterui birth. But the
researchers also grouped in
more than 5,000 other deaths
that were attributed to pretermrclatcd conditions including
respiratory distress syndrome,
brain hemorrhage and maternal
complications such as premature rupture of membranes.
In that counting, nearly
9,600 births — or 34 percent —
could be classified as preterm,
Callaghan said. The researchers
believe that figure is conservative and likely underestimates
the true picture.
Experts have generally understood the burden of preterm
birth on infant deaths, but the
new study sorts out the data
and provides specific numbers,
said Carol Hogue, an Emory
University professor of maternal
and child health.
"It isn't just an exercise in
moving deck chairs around on

ated Internet search histories
to stalk and harass victims,
said
Cindy Southworth,
director of technology at
the National Network to
End
Domestic Violence.
The network's escape button redirects to The Weather
Channel.
In 2000, the Washingtonbased organization launched
a campaign to educate
staff of domestic-violence
agencies about spyware
technology, computer programs that save Web pages
visited, including e-mails,
Southworth said.
If installed on a personal
computer, tech-savvy abusers can track the Internet
habits of their victims _ from
e-mails to previewing bus
schedules . that could clue
them in on when their victim plans to leave, she said.
"All the emerging technologies, including Internet.
wireless phones, electronic
mail, have required that
domestic violence-prevention advocates become techsavvy," Southworth said.
"We need to understand
these tools so we could help
victims use them and understand how perpetrators are
misusing these tools."
It is not known how many
Web sites of domestic-violence agencies feature an
escape button, Southworth
said.

the Titanic," said Hogue.

2:49 a.m.

PODCflSTHlG •■■;

22, arrested
: after
iorth
2:56 a.m.
Subjects reported to have
: iw on South
Road.

it came to parties, loel learned
to mix sex and alcohol," the Web
site said.
Horinek used these fans .is
an example that you never really
know everything about a person.
"He was a model student, got
good grades ... everyone knew
him and then this happened,"'
Horinek said.
She added that this illustrates
that Goldman's story could happen to anyone.
"There's no way of truth-

jointhe

.■

North Enterprise parking lot

BGnems

FORT RAPIDS
INDOOR WATERPARK RESORT

BGSU-OSU COLUMBUS FOOTBALL PACKAGE
Friday & Saturday overnight room for FOUR, only $199/night!
Includes morning breakfast buffets' AND waterpark admissions.
Just call 1-877-33-SPLASH and ask about our "Go-Falcons!" promotion.
Or visit FortRapids.com to learn more about Central Ohio's Largest Indoor Waterpark Resort!
Only fifteen minutes from Ohio Stadium!
Ofltr baaed on room availability. Reservation must be booked by 10 05/06 and the "Go Falcone!" promotion muat be mentioned al the bme ol reservation.
Otlar not valid on existing bookings or with any other otters. Call 1-877-33-SPIASH tor details 'Based on 4-person occupancy. Gratuities not included.

She said that it probably is
safer tot victims to research
their plans at a public location, such as a library, so
their Internet search habits
can't be tracked.
At home, an escape button could briefly shield them
from being found out, she
said. But using the button
does not erase search-history information.
I be escape button is not
foolproof," Southworth said.
"Anything you do on the
Internet Can be I racked. (The
button) does help if somebody walks up to you in a
coffee shop, but it does not
protect you if your perpetrator has access 10 yOUl computer at home or has remote
access
because
they've
installed a (spyware) product and they're monitoring
you from afar."
For
domestic-violence
victims who have computer access only at home,
Southworth warns them
not to change their Internet
search habits, even if the]
discover they are being
cybcr-stalked Any sudden
changes in behavior could
set off an abuser, she said.
It could be lethal if all of
a sudden the computer (history of visited Web sites) is
cleared," Southworth said.
"It could tip off the abuser
that she's aware he's been
monitoring her and she's
potentially making plans to
leave. She's more likely to be
seriously injured or killed
at that time than any other
time."

Properties Co.
m

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www p f e for red proper I iOtc o. c om

MAKE YOUR HOMI AT:
• Fox Run Apts
• Piedmont "Under Renovation"

• Mini Mall Apt*
• Triplex

• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
- small pett allowed
See our website or
II for more details

GRF.A1
AFFORDABLE
RATES!

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

■JjjMiinkne CHERRYW0OD

HEALTH SPA
• Iseooi Heeled Pool
■TeMei * *"h teneveled
ItlHtnMllr •Ncelqj.oin'nl
•rivlliMl* •soono
OfflCI HOUHS
Moo-Frit B 12 4 U 30
530 S Maple Si 4|*-3S]-*37I
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"Our main goal is to.iight the stigma"
NAM I hosts events to promote mental health awareness on campus
o|K'ti as well to illustrate "I low
to Help a Si niggling I riencl"
According lo (Iinler, the
week's events are being
sponsored by the Wood
County Alcohol and Drug
Association and
Mental
Hralili
Services
Board,
BGSU disabilitv services.
F.1.G.U.R.E, and' lean (an
the founder of BGSU NAMI.
On Oct. i. Paula I amber!
and Monika Lewis, two
speakers interested on raising
awareness lot mental health,
will be at the- BGSU Uumni
Center In the first floor conference room a) 7 p.m.
On Oct. 7 at II a.m. to
I p.m.. a walk for mental health will be held al

By Olivia Day
Reporter

EVELYN HOCKSTEIN

'i'PHOTO

LIFE LESSONS: Job Onydndo. U. (ientet) raises his hand m his overcrowded class at Ayani Primary School ne«t !o ihe Kibera slums
m Nairobi Job has had to hold Ins famly together through his mothers death and his father's bout with alcoholism Every day. he gets up
before dawn to look over Ins homework and. when mere's enough food, help prepare a meager breakfast with his three siblings

Menial health is a disease
thai many have been struggling with for years
In order lo educate oth
ers aboul mental health,
BGSll National Assoc latJon
for the Mental!) Ill and
the Wood County chaptei
of NAMI planned several
events throughout the week
to recognize Mental Health
\warencss Week.
"Our main goal is to
educate others to light the
Stigma," said Megan (iinler,

president of BGSU NAMI,

Dropped fees give students hope
By Shashank Bengali

NAIROBI, Kenya - Maureen
Akinyi is 11, serious and poised,
and she dreams of becoming
a lawyer, orphaned ai 3 after
both her parents died of long illnesses, she's lived with a Microssion of guardians, holding on to
lillle except hei chillies and her
schoolbooks.
lob OnyandOi 12, is a goodnatured boy with a stubborn
Streak who's had lo hold bis family together through his mothers
dealh and his fathers bout with
alcoholism lie's up before dawn
even day to look over his homework and, when there's enough
food, to help prepare a meager
breakfast with his three siblings.
Both children of Nairobi's
sprawling Kibera slum, scarred
In Mricis twin scourges ol pot
city and disease, have at least

one thing going for them ITiej re
going to school.
A few years ago. that would
have been unthinkable. But
over the past decade, bowing to
domestic pressures and backed
by donors, several \lrii an countries haw eliminated primary
school tuition, paving the way
for millions ol children from
poor families to attend classes
for the first time.
In Kenva, one of President

Mwal kihaki's tiist moves upon
taking office in 2003 was to make
education free through theeighth
grade Fees had started at about
$12 a year per student, hut that
was too much for many poor
families. When the fees were

rate has grown only 2 percent
age points, to 60 percent. In a
report on primary education
this year. World Hank analysts
singled out Malawi. Kenya and
Uganda as countries where
rapid expansion has degraded

eliminated, students flooded

the quality of schooling.

into public schools. Enrollment
lose to 7.6 million from .">.!) million, and it's still climbing
But the cash-strapped government still hasn't hired more
teachers or built additional
class
m spare. In cities such
as Nairobi, classes bulge with
nearly 100 students, and books
and basic supplies often don't
reach remote regions.
iluoughoui Africa, there's
a catch to free primary edlH a
don: It oilers hope to the most
vulnerable children, but It's
stretching school systems to the
breaking point.
"It's had an undisputed
impact in helping children
access school." said Janice
Dolan, an education ad\ isei fol
the British charity organization Save the Children. "But at
some level, the focus has been
on access rather than quality
of education.''
The lirst African nation to
abolish school lees was tiny,

"We are receiving children, and we are not read) fol
them," said 1 lisheh.i khayeri,
the head teacher at Nairobi's
Ayani Primary School. "No
one prepared us for these
large classrooms."
i nrollmeni is up and the
drODOUl rale is down.'' she said.
"More c hilchen are accessing
school. Education In kenva is
now not only fol those who can
afford it."
kcnv.isscniordcputv director
ol education. Stephen Karaba.
said the shortcomings were due
to budget constraints and would
eventually be addressed. He
said the government is alreadj
spending roughly an additional
si II million each vear - onetenth of the total education
budget - on tree primary education, including textbooks for
every student.
While it is true thai in the
majority Of Schools, the children
are more than teachers can
handle effectively, teaching and
learning materials are available

impoverished Malawi, hut 12
years later, its classrooms are
still overflowing. Ihe literacy

People need lo realize
that they (the patients!
cannot 'snap out of it.' It's a
real illness just like diabetes or cancer."
lodav from II a.m. to I
p.m. and 4 p.m. to <i p.m.
there will he a silent auction
al the Connection (.enter ol
isehav loral t Connections.
Items were donated In
local area mere hams and all
profits will go to benefit the
( ounce tion t enter.
lomorrow at7p.ni., presenters will lie in room 22K al the
Union to speak about suicide.
TheWellnessConuec tion
will also be having a course
on Stress Survival." and
Dr. t harles Burke will be
presenting "I low to Choose
a therapist''
ThecounseiingcenterwilllM'

Bowling Green's cltj park
there is no fee regulation
to join the walk and complementary lood. chinks and I
Shirts will be provided.
"It's an event that the
Wood County ( hilclien's
Resource! enter and I .iinily

Enriching people's lives
Famous people who have mental
health problems:
Ljdwiq von Beettioven. Winston
QuircM Thomas Edison. Ernest
Hemngway. Victor Hugo Thomas
Jeherson. Abraham Lincoln.
Michelangelo. Sic Isaac NewtonOther facts:
More than 54 million Americans have
a mental disorder * any given year.
although fewei than 8 million see*
treatment (SGRMH. 1999)
Suicide is the third leading
death (or IS- to 24 year-olds. The number ol attempted suicides is even higher
(AACAP1997)
Chtldren of atcffhol- and dciy-addicted
parents ace up to louc limes more likely
to develop substance abuse and mental
'Tiblems than other children
(NAC0A. 1998)

GET A LIFE

Services are hoping will be
big." said Carol \snius. president of the Wood County
chapter ol N Wll.
Vllfundingcamefromthe
Bowling Green Community
I oundation and community members.
Because we had so many
tragedies in the past, there
was awareness of all the ageni iestoheip." \smussaid.
lake advantage ol these.
I here is no vviong dooi lor
this."

TODAY
I Never Saw Another
Butterfly Theatre performance
Founders Courtyard

ONGOING
Prints of Pop through
Oct. 8
Toledo Museum o( Art

Free Movie:
Superman Returns

?1 ^

foi everyone," Karaba said.

BE BETTER.
BE BOLD.
BE THE DIFFERENCE.

Tuesday- Oct. 3rd
Friday- Oct. 13th
Sunday- Oct. ISth

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM

Special early showing
every Friday @ 6:30 PM

Presented by UAO

www.bgsu.edu/stuilentlife/orgaiii2atiori/uao/movies.litml

Are you the type of person who strives to make a difference? Then come meet the
Quicken Loans team. With an average of S75K to $1OQK during your second year as

~M MLa*

a Mortgage Banker, the very best training in the industry and a top place on Fortune
magazine's list of 100 Best Companies to Work For in America, we can make a
difference for you. Want more good news? We're hiring. So check out the date and
time below to find out when we'll be rolling through your campus. Are you THE DIFF?
If you are, we're looking for you.

BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY
EXPO Career and
Internship Fair
TUESDAY. 10.03.2006
@ 10:30AM-3:00PM
PERRY FIELD HOUSE

ij
Can't wait until then? Apply online.
Go to Quickenloanscareers.com for more tnti
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"I love U guys."
- Emily Keyes, last text message sent by the 16-year-old before she was shot and killed
after being held hostage at her high school in Bailey. Colorado, from Time.com
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"Probably not"

CASSIE GORDON.
Freshman. Nursing

Will you be skipping class on Friday in honor of Fall Break?
"I don't have class on

"No. my last class is a

"I'm hoping we don't

Friday.

lab and I really can't

have chemistry, but if

afford to miss it."

we do I guess II be

Have your own take on

going.

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for a

LAUREN KAUFMAN.
Sophomore, Dietetics

question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

TRACY BENSON.
Sophomore. Physical
Therapy

JEFF MISIUS.
Spoils Management

STAFF EDITORIAL
OHIO UNIVERSITY

BRIAN SZABELSKI
OPINION COLUMNIST

lawsuit

Something extremely Important to our country's national
securit) occurred last week
Congress passed a new hill
gi\ ing the military total
authorit) to deal with captured terror suspects.
The new act gives the armed
forces unbridled control to try
suspected terrorists in militar)
courts and evaluate classified information against them
without consent. And while the
bill forbids treatment of detainees that would constitute war
crimes—-such as torture, rape
ami biological experiments—it
gives the presklenl [he power to
decide which other techniques
interrogators can use.
rhe passing ol this new law
is in stark opposition i<> the
Supreme l ourt decision handed
dm nover the summer, which
asserted thai undet the Geneva
Convention terrorists are entitled to the same rights as regular
Americans, and therefore could
not be tried In militar) courts,
nor could the) be subjected lo
lorture or other humiliating and
degrading treatment.
At the lime, this absurd
ruling by the court put us in
greater danger oi attack and all
but doomed the future of the
I J.S. liases at (iuantanamo Haw
where hundreds ol terrorists
have been locked awav since
Sept. II
llul now. thanks to the unflappable resoh e < >l (> n igress to
sidestep the < ourt's lunacy, the
world will again be a more dangerous place for those who wish
to murder us.
Ihe fact is foreign terrorists
should absolutely not be afforded the same rights as \meiican
citizens liecause, last I chei ked.
they are not Americans, The
Geneva (invention is foreign
law, and therefore should not
apply. And as lai as I'm concerned, the military should have
the power to take any and all
measures to extract Information
from these murderers, even ii
that means using every torture
method In the book,
\llerall, I m sure the terrorists didn't think about the sen
Sitivit) ot our basic rights w hen
they cut off the heads of our
soldiers, and I'm positive they
did not care If they were violating the Geneva Convention
when the) iiiihlessh murdered
thousands ol innocent Iraqi
women and children.

I his is a different kind of war,
and extreme measures must be
taken, There Is no grey area, no
middle ground we should tread
lightly. Ifwewanl to prevent
ourselves from being attacked
again, we must do everything we
can to ensure our safety.
Furthermore, thecourt's
notion that suspected terrorists
should be afforded the opportunity to be tried In civilian courts,
aside from being dangerous, is
just plain dumb.
We all saw how thai played out
in theZachariasMoussaoui case
where ii took four long years and
tensoi millions of dollars to convict the 9/11 accomplice
You do the math: take
hundreds of terrorists out ol
GuantanamoBayand let them
lawyer up, creating years oi
anarch) within the judicial
system while we sit around and
miss important opportunities to
acquire information \ Ital HI our
national security.
No thanks,
I lowever, in light of Congress's
new ruling, thai thankful!) will
inn happen.
Vet despite this recent victor) In the Wat on terror, some
things just don't change.
Minutes after Congress's decision, the usual liberal suspects
in Washington like Nancy Peiosi
and Icilin KciiA vehemently
expressed discontent mid
pledged lopasswhai I like to
call The Al-t^eda Bill of Rights,
which would essentially teva i
everything back to the Supreme
< limit's prior ruling, allowing
terrorists the same rights to
which we are entitledl slime ball
attorney and all.
We can only hope these liberal
ideologues will eventually come
id their senses and cease this
type of extremis) thought in the
future, forwe are saferwithoul it.
What these liberals simpt)
dii nut understand is a majoi Ity
HI Vmericanscivenvhelmingly
SUppOtl President Hush anil
Congress on this decision, and
according to just about eva j
pull iii existence, they warn a
more aggressive War on Terror.
()ur citizens believe we are in
danger and warn the military to
protect us from these killers.
Well, now they can.
(longress did the riglii thing in
passing tins new, tougher terror
bill, and history will prove that
So let's celebrate this victory
In the War on terror and hope
thai ('(ingress will show this
type ofrnoral fortitude in the
future so our country can continue to be safe,

Sendconmxts to Dan [pan at
ilpanUgsuedi

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On September I9,2006,thedevil
came to the United Nations.
Well, according lo
Venezuelan president Hugo
t liauY.hcdid. And according
to (havez, it smell like he cut
the cheese.
Sulfur jokes aside. I agree
wim many of you: Chavez's
comments on President Hush
ueieralhei silly and childish.
He made himself and his government look like idiots.
I laughed, both at his comments and the response of the
American public Apparently,
only we tmericans are allowed

Inastor) In yesterday's
Ohio University Post,
Petland announced it
would drop a lawsuit against
the city of Athens.
Hie lawsuit stems from
an ordinance thai city
council passed in 2004,
Ihe ordinance would
fine pel stores and animal
breeders slut! If owners
could not prove their animals were spayed oi neutered, which the company
tailed unconstitutional.
Petland contested it
because ii would have punished pel stores for the negligence ol individual ovi HITS.
t in council repealed the
ordinance aftei People for
ill. I tilical In•alnienl ol
Animals representatives said
Ihecit) shouldi rail new
legislation that still enforces
a spa) and neuter program
hut does not put ihe fault (ill
retail companies.
And PI I Vsright. Athens
euthanizes about 1,000 dogs
and cats pel year, an outrageous number considering
ihecit) ssize,
It's an unnecessarj
practice that can be easil)
avoided, resulting in fewei
killings.
They're also correct In
Insisting that indh [duals
are to blame, not the place
where the Individuals buy
the pels.
Petland look advantage ol
a loophole in the law to stir
upcontrovers) instead of
handling the situation more
professionally.
I he bottom line, straight
from Hob Barker, is to spay
and neutei pets their
population does not need
a boost

x

YOU DECIDE

should be afwfo*
M to spay and
neutei pets7 Send JI\ entail
lo thenevrt^bgnewscom and
tell us what you think, or post
t.

" , . :

. ,',. :

v

; Do you visit home often durning
; the school year?
-Yes: 51 people- 45%
-No: 54 people- 46%
-I have never seen the world
outside of campus: 15 people1 II
Total respondents. 118

This BG News poll ii not scientific and
reflects flie opinions of only thoes Internet
users who have chosen to participate The
results cannot be assumed to represent the
opinions of the Internet users in general,
nor the public as a whole.

(0 call Hush' ihe devil" if we
choose to.

Didn't you hear the laughta
from the UN when Chavez said
those words? They were laughing at him, dear as day
lor the most part, the
countries in attendance were
Venezuelan allies and governments that don't get along
with America. Everyone else
either didn't show up or sent a
low -ranking official to be there
ami take notes. Including the
United States.
I lowever, in true American
spirit, we've decided on the
"best" course of action: a
boycott [hat is, a boycott of
t itgo, an American subsidiary
of Venezuela's state-owned ou
corporation.
I his. im Irienils, is idiotic.
Remember how stupid

Bowling Green State University

JON B0SSCHER
OPINION C01UMNIS1

lib absolutely amazing how
little history is considered in the
endless opining and nauseainducing rabble-rousing that
is modem American political
commentary.
Whether Its the nightly news
or a private debate, it semis
as though every event, every
little incident, is like a shin king
new development completely
unprovoked and disconnected
from the past Why does Iranian
President Ahmadinejad want lo
build a nuclear bomb in defiance of the United States? It
must be because he is a member ol the "axis of evil." bent
on evil schemes and doing evil
things to helpless, peace-loving Americans. In the morning
he puts on his evil pants and
drinks a glass of evil orange
juice while he prepares for a
day of evil doings.
Or maybe he hasn't forgotten
19S3, when the CIA overthrew
Ihe democratically ejected
Iranian government led by
Mohammed Mosadegh. In
order to keep oil flowing to the
U.S. and its British friends, the
CIA orchestrated a coup placing
a repressive, religious regime
in power until the Iranians
overthrew it in the 1979 Islamic
Revolution. We didn't even try to
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il was when we did this
before? Freedom hies' it took
Congress three years lo change
n back lo French fries al the
Capitol Hill cafeterias.
lo begin with, Citgo is not
going to lose anything by a
Strict!) American boycott. They
have more than enough buyers
In other places, namely china
and India.
Not to mention. Venezuelan
oil does not simplvgntoonlv
Citgo. Il goes into ihe refining
system, w here it mixes with oil
Imported from other countries,
making up six percent of our
Imported oil.
Less oil here means less
gasoline, which means higher
gas prices. I hat means higher
prices lor just about everything from food to keeping
homes healed. I'm sine you'd
all love paying$3 foi gas again,
wouldn't you.'
Not to mention that Citgo
gas slat ions are owned by
\meiicans, not the Venezuelan
government Bui I guess put
ting Americans out ol a job

doesn't matter as long as those
Venezuelans understand wen;
angry with them, right?
lu fact, all things Citgo
miisi go, it seems. A Huston
city councilman has petitioned to demolish the Citgo
sign near Fenway Park, considered a city landmark.
As a frequent visitor to the
greater Boston area. I've learned

oitbe sign's importance to the
i in learing the sign down
would beequivalenl to removing the i loUywoodsign from the
hills over Los Angeles.
Hut il we'ie at il. then let's just

boycott all ihlngsVenezuelan.
To begin with, lei's kick all the
Venezuelan baseball players
out of Major League Baseball
Ignore the fact that five percent ol Major league Baseball
players are Venezuelan, with
main more in the minor
leagues. I'm sine it wouldn't
hurl teams like the New York
Yankees and I letroit tigers to
lo .c some of their key players
before the playoffs, would it?
In general, boycotts against
foreign corporations or nations
lend not to work so well. I he list
of failures is far longer than Ihe
lisl of successes.
i fte United States boycotted
the I Will Summer Olympics in
Moscow after Afghanistan was
invaded by the Soviet Union,
In 1984, me Soviets boycotted
ihe 1984 Summer Olympics in
I os ingeles.
What both sides got out
ol it was nothing. The host
nation simply dominated their
respective Olympics, and star
athletes lost the chance to claim
Olympic gold.
Hoy cutting Citgo to get back
al Venezuela's government
is going lo make us look like
fools, drive up oil prices, and
hurt American businessownci s. Simply by calling (:ha\ ez'S
comments ignorant and stupid, we might be doing the
best thing.
Venezuela's already proven
itself to lie foolish. Let's not join
them in that regard.

Send comments to BnanSiabelsh at
foabpiVogsyixii

Understanding past is key for U.S.

DAVE HERRERA, IN FOCUS EDITOR

210 West Hall

I*

Foreign boycotts do no good

Petland

Terrorists don't deserve same
rights as Americans
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cover it up,
It was like the scene In Once
Upon a lime in Mexico where
lohnny Depp walks around a
bull fight openly plotting a coup
d'etat while wearing a CIA Tshitt Hy the end of the film his
arrogance had made him some
enemies and similarly, though
few alive today heal responsibly
for the event Ihe (IA plot and
other unfriendly encounters
continue to shape our relations
with Iran and its peoples' perceptfonsofthe United States,
Let's face it, .Americans have
shun memories. Sometimes this
can be 811 asset and can help us
gel ( HIT past conflicts and gntdges. I lowever. sometimes we are
forgetful enough to let people in
(lower reinvent the [xtst to legitimize certain ways of thinking.
In a new book, Bob
VVVxxIward, most known for
reporting on the disgraced Nixon
White I louse, has reported a
slew of new allegations about the
never-ending brain-fart known
as Hush's Iraq war policy.
While I am way too far
beyond my outrage threshold
to produce an emotional reaction to much the president docs
these days, one item did catch
my attention. Apparently Henry
Kissinger has been advising the
White I louse on Iraq, a development recently confirmed Indie administration.
Kissinger, who gained notoriety as Nixon's national security
advisor and Secretary of State
during the Vietnam War, has

been telling Hush that in Iraq,
"victory is the only meaningful exit strategy." Of course,
he i iccded a job in the States,
as Kissinger doesn't leave the
country often for fear thai die
foreign governments that have
threatened to arrest him for war
crimes might make good on
their promise
Unfortunately lies still living
in a delusional fantasy world in
which the Vietnam War was a
failure because "we lost our will,"
not because it was a stupid idea
in the first place. What's worse,
lie is arguing this bone-headed.
"stay-the course" logic to current
leaders, only reinforcing their
com ictii in at id commitment to
their own bone-headed ideas
— ideas whose lime has come
and gone
Idling Kissinger advise the
president on Iraq is like handing the helm of a ship over to
the captain of the Titanic. We
forget that he dime the thing
into an iceberg.
Whether it's Kissinger's reinvention of the lessons of the
Vietnam War or Hush's insistence
on casting international relations
in terms of "good" and "evil." we
must guard against those who
would exploit our tendency
ii iw.1111 short memories.
The better we understand die
past, the easier it is to understand the wnrid we live in today.

SendaxrmntstDjontlassdvcat
jbossdX'tocpuedu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in lesponse to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Gieen area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and S00 words.
These are usually also in lesponse
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions foi columns is two per month

POLICIES: letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are punted
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letteis to the
Editor oi Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone numbei should be included
for verification puiposes Peisonal
attacks, unvenfied mfoimation or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to fhenewsWbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing All letteis are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

WORLD
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Five killed, six injured in the
collapse of Quebec viaduct
By Phil Couvrett*
The Associate I

cranes and other heavy
machinery to painstakingly break up the din
crete into as many as L8
huge slabs, Including a
pedestrian sidewalk.
Three people were
found in one car and
two
oilier
bodies
were recovered from
the othei car trapped
by the falling concrete in i aval, police
spokeswoman Isabelle
(Sendron said.
The vehicles were
crushed so badly In the
Saturday afternoon collapse that thej barely
reai hedthekneesofone
firefighter when lifted
i
i UIHII i lonsoi con
crete rubble yesterday.

LAVAL,
Quebec
— Quebec provincial
police said yesterdaj
thai at least live people
were crushed to death
in their cars after the
collapse of an overpass
near Montreal,
The cars were pulled
out about 15 hours aftei
Saturday's
dramatic
lunchtlme
accident
when a 65-foot stretch
of three lanes of a viaduct collapsed, sending
several othei vehicles
crashing onto Highwaj
19 below.
Firefighters and othei
workers had m use

"At this point the res
me operation is completed" Gendron said.
noting thai no othei
vehii les were trapped
beneath the* an i li
DriversonHigh\vayl9
in the Greater Montreal
Area slammed on their
brakes and watched in
horror as (he overpass
slowly collapsed shortly
before 1 p.m.
Police said six people
were injured, lm ludlng
two who were listed
in critical condition,
when a nhnivan and a
motorcycle plunged off
the overpass.
Donors ai s.iciei oeur
Hospital
in
Montreal said some

2
1

ol those injured had
Improved overnight but
gave no furthei details,
One ol the Injured
was counting his
blessings the d,i\
after the collapse.
Robert Hotte was
driving over the v indue! when I he road
in front ol him began
in disappear.
I was wondering
what the ™ what is hap
pening," he told i he
Canadian 1'iess "As
we went down w itlr the
bridge, my thsi words
were m say
AnneMarie,' the name of
my girlfriend. We went
down, falling with the
bridge, li was all dark."

SILVIA IZQUIEUDO
HEARTBROKEN:

Rescuers search
Amazon
By Vivian Sequel-*
The Associated Press
BRASILIA,
Brazil
Military helicopters lowered a rescue learn by rope
Saturday into the remote
Amazon jungle site where
an airliner slammed into
the ground, but authorities
held out little hope ol finding survivors among the
155 people on hoard.
The team began clearing
dense vegetation near the
wreckage site so a helicopter
could land.
" I here's little indication of
survivors, hut we won't rule
out the possibility," Brazil
Air force Brig. Gen. Antonio
domes Lelte lilho said in a
news conference Saturday
evening. "We haven't fully
explored the trash scene, It's
a very i omplicatedarea."
Officials
suspended
the search after sundown
Saturday, citing difficulties to
access the location al night.
I hey would resume at daybreak yesterday, lilho said
search and icsc tie
operalions would continue until
authorities are sure there are
no survivors.
The president ol Brazil's
airport authority, lose Carlos
Pereira, said the Boeing TIT11(1(1 jetliner and a private jel
clipped each other before the
crashofGolairlines Flight 1907.
He said the Gol flight from the
jungle city ol Manausen route
lo Bra-ilia and Rio de laneiru
struck the ground traveling at
more than 300 mph
"At that speed it is highly
unlikelv am survivors will be
found," Pereira said.
Nobody on the smaller
plane, which was carrying a
New Vork limes columnist
was injured.
Air force helicopter pilots
hoveling over the crash site
-aw no signs ofan intact fuselage and the debris appeared
in c civil only a small area.
II no survivors are found,
il would he the deadliest air
accident in Brazil's history. In
1982, a Boeing 727 operated
by Brazil's now-defunct Vasp
airline crashed in the northeastern city ol I ortaleza, kill
ing 137 people.
I he wreckage was found
neai a cattle ranch, 1,090 miles
northwest ol Sao I'aulo in the
stateol MatoGrosso,

protest near the pailiamentbuilanu;

Violent protests rage through Gaza Strip
(,\/\ CUV. Gaza smp
Heavily armed llamas militiamen's efforts io break up ami
government protests yesterday
sparked gunbattles across the
da/,i Strip that killed seven
people in the worst internal
Palestinian violence since
I lamas took powei.
Militants from the opposition Fatah group retaliated by
torching the Palestinian Cabinet
buildingfn the West hank.
I'he violence comes amid
growing frustration met forming a national unity govern
menl that could end crippling
economic sanctions.
i'he
lighting
continued
throughout the day and sent
schoolchildren and other civilians in downtown Gaza City
fleeing foi cover.
" rhis is forbidden in Islam,
we aie in the holy month
of Ramadan.'' said Majed
Badawi, 33, who managed
In escape aftei his car was
caughl in the crossfire.
' 'It's a shame on llamas, who
call themselves real Muslims,
and a shame ol Fatah as well.
Why are they fighting and over
what? We are v ictims because
of both of them."
Violence between
Fatah
and llamas loyalists plagued

Gaza throughout the spring,
hm largely disappeared when
Israel launched an offensive
here in late lime alter llamaslinked militants captured an
Israeli soldier.
Israel's army chief, l.i. Gen.
Dan Halutz, said yesterday that
the military was i onsidering
another ground offensive.
Ilciuis later. Israeli lankbulldozers and troops moved
in
orthern Gaza
I he .mm saiil the operation
was aimed at preventing rocket
lire from militants.
I ooking to a possible new
Israeli offensive, Palestinian
Prime
Minister
Ismail
Haniyeh, ol llamas, urged
Palestinians to end the Intel
nal violence "in the face of
.i serious escalation from the
occupation Inn es.
Haniyeh
spoke
with
President Mahmoud Vbbas, ol
Fatah, by telephone and called
lm joint action to end the fighting, I launch's office -aid
Hut in a televised speech,

6
3
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Haniyeh also defended the
I lam.is militiamen, saying
they acted lawfully in trying to
break up the protests.
I atah
officials
blamed
I lamas for the chaos.
"Nothing can justilv this
violence.'' I atah spokesman
lawlik Abu Khoussa said.
Ham,is has heen under
pressure since ii took over the
Palestinian Authority aftei iis
lanuary election \ ictory over
the long-ruling Fatah.
Vbbas, who was in Ionian
yesterday, has tried to end the
crisis In persuading Hamas to
form a coalition government
and to accept international
demands to renounce violence
and recognize Israel.
llamas ha- resisted i ompra
inisingits radical ideology.
In recent weeks, civil servants — including members
of tlu> security forces, main of
them I atah loyalists
held
expanding protests against
the llamas led government to
demand hack wages.
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Free
at the Student Rec Center
October 9-13, 2006

SUDOKO

and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

lues. Hunt - 11 pin
Wed. - Fri. Aam - llpm

Mlk-^y r+AR-T
BJLL K.R.EKTZMAN
, STEve KIMOCK

berships will be prorated beginning

plus special, guests

October 9, 2006.

Stop by and enter to win: Semester Membership,
Fitwell Assessment, Personal Trainer(3 sessions),
and Semester Yoga/Pilates Pass
Giveaways!!
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SUDOKU
Troops consolidated in Afghanistan
By Jim Kran*
The Associated Press
KABUL,
Afghanistan
Vmerica's direct control of military operations inAfghanistari
will dwindle to a single aii base
within days as the NATO alliance assumes ,t nationwide
command that places 12.0110
inure U.S. troops under its
authority, a spokesman for the
alliance said yesterday.
i he expansion will consolidate military command
under top NATO le.idei British
It. Gen. David Richards and
phase out the role ol U.S. It
Gen. Karl fikenhcrry. whose
iroops will be transferred io
NATO, said Marie Laity, an alliance spokesman in Kabul,
Of 40,000 foreign troops in
Afghanistan, only B,000 U.S.
Iroops will function outside
NATO control: those track
ing al-Qaida terrorists oi
involved in air operations.
Laity said, I he overall level ol
American Ibices will remain
around 20.000.
"hi a lew days, on a date vet
to he declared, you will see
the completion of the steady
expansion of ISAF," the N VTOled International Security
Assistance Force, l.aitv said.
The NATO expansion into
the east wasn't expected
to happen for a few weeks.
The alliance's troops took

Command
Oi
southern
Afghanistan just two months
ago ami have struggled to
stem escalating violence.
\
forthcoming
\ \ 1 ()
order will give the exact date
ol the handover that places
12.1100 U.S. troops in eastern
Afghanistan headed by U.S.
Army \laj. den. Ilenjamin
Freakley under alliance
command.
The NATO takeover caps
an already historic expansion of missions for the largely European alliance that
was created as ,1 ( old War
bulwark against the Soviet
Union. \ VTO has seen 45
soldiers killed since arriving
iii \ugust 2003. its combat
role in southern Afghanistan
is the largest the alliance has
ever undertaken.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Explore exciting career
opportunities as a financial
advisor with us.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column

Ameriprise Financial has
more than 110 years of
history providing financial
solutions to help clients
achieve their financial goals.
See what you can do about
the future • for yourself and
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Financial.
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What's next
As you look to the future join an industry leader that.
like you. is reaching higher
and exploring bold new
directions.
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crash cries at a hotel in Brasilia. Brazil

HAIEM MOUSSA

"This is forbidden
in Islam, we are in
the holy month of
Ramadan."
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Volleybal
stays hot
against

Back in the hunt

By Adam Miaxin
Reporter
Victories come in many different ways.
There are those that you
have simply have to show up,
and it's nearly given to you.
Then there are those thai
hang on the edge until the
final moments. BG's women's
volleyball teatri has been perfecting the first but found out

HOCKEY
Orange comes away
with inter-squad
scrimmage win
Just five days before the

yesterday about the latter.

Bowling Green Stale
University hockey team hosts
Windsor (Oct. 5) in an exhibition contest the Falcons
held their fifth annual
"Falcon Face-off with team
Orange coming away with
the 4-2 victory

MIDAMERICAN
CONFERENCE
MAC first in football
graduation rates
■ s revealed that the
MAC has the highest percentage of institutions with
a Graduation Success Rate
of 70 percent or above and a
GSR of 50 percent or more

BRUNDON HEISS

THCBGNEWS

■MAKING AWAY: Corey Partridge (right) evades Oil defender Jameion Haille in Sdlurday's 1-9 win over the Bobcats Partridge and the Falcon oftense broke out of its
slump, scoring three touchdowns and opened up the playbook in the process.

for public institutions.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Rutgers: The Scarlet
Knights of
Rutgers not only

Defense keeps
Bobcats down

BG rebounds
against OU

got on the top 25
list for the first time in 50
years, but they followed it up
by staying on it with a win
over South Florida.

On the way down
Texas While the rest of
the teams in the
country were playing real teams.
defending champions Texas
played Sam Houston State
and won 56-3. Time to hook
yourself a schedule

The List
In honor of Northern Illinois
Garrett Wolfe's amazing
performance this Saturday,
here are the top five singlegame rushing performances
of all-time.:

1. LaDainian
Tomlinson: Tomlinson
had 406 yards in TCU's
game against UTEP in 1999
2. Tony Sands: Sands
had 396 yards in Kansas'
game against Missouri in
1991

3. Marshall Faulk:
Faulk had 386 yards in San
Diego State's game against
Pacific in 1991.

4. Troy Davis: Davis
had 378 yards for Iowa State
against Missouri in 1996.

5. Anthony
Thompson: Thompson
had 377 yards for Indiana
against Wisconsin in

1989

By Colin Wilion
:
litor

By John Turnar
Sports Editor
ATHENS, Ohio — After an embarrassing
home loss last week to Kent State, Bowling
Green go) to play where they've been at
their best — on the road
The Falcons (3-2,2-1) had won four consecutive Mid-American Conference contests away from Doyt Perry heading into
this weekend and continued their streak
by picking up a 21-9 victory over Ohio
University mi Saturday.
"We showed as a team we can bounce
back as a team — defensively, offensively
and special teams," said BG quarterback
Anthony Turner, "it's a three part game and
that's what we played today to help us get a
victory."
Turner started the game at quarterback
for BG after missing one week because of
an injury. Although admittedly a bit rusty.
throwing for 77 yards on nine completions, he got the job done by leading the
offense to three touchdowns and allowing
no turnovers.
"Todav you could tell that he missed
a week or two of practice, and he wasn't
completely in the groove, but the kid made
plays when he had to." said BG coach (it egg
Brandon.
In place of an injured Dan Macon, Chris
Bullock gained 111 yards on the ground for
the Falcons at running back to go along
with a rushing touchdown. Although
Bullock has started only two games for BG,
he's contributed 213 yards on the ground
on those games.
"I told IBitllockl before the game this
could be a never look back game, and it M as
for him." Brandon said
Freddie Barnes rebounded from a tough
game last week by doing anything and
everything he could on offense. Barnes
lined up at both quarterback and wide
receiver during the game, accounting for 37
yards rushing and 68 yards receiving.
By rushing for two touchdowns against
OU 12-3,1-11. Barnes has scored two touchdowns in four of the teams five games of
the year.
"You can count on him to do anything,"
Turner said. "If you get in that situation
where you've got to throw it up, you can
throw it up to Freddie and he'll make
plays. Not only Freddie though, but Corey
Partridge too."
After struggling with injuries early in the
season. Partridge is beginning to show why
he's the team's best option at wide receiver.
Partridge threw, rushed and caught the
ball against the Bobcats, accounting for 69
yards in all.
Early on, BG had their first touchdown
scoring drive kept alive by freshman punter
Alonso Rojas. who was able to gain six rush
yards on a fourth and three at midfield.
OU GAME

87

ATHENS, Ohio
For the BGSU football
team, last weekend was important, and
they did not perfortrt well. Due to that
performance, this weekend had serious
implications.
I he Falcon defense understood that
and had its best game of the year, led by
its defensive line. The front four made it
hard for the Bobcats to get anything going,
putting constant pressure on quarterback
Austin Everson.
The pressure was relentless. [EvetSOnl
wasn't able to sit in that pocket and be
comfortable back there.' said BG coach
(iiegg Brandon, "That was our whole

GAME FACTS
The Falcons did not allow a
touchdown m a hall for the first
tune since playing at BuHalo last
season
BGSU scored on the team's tost
drive ot the game lor trw* fourth
time in five contests this season.
BGSU now leads the series with
Ohw. 55-21-2. and the Falcons
have won five consecutive meetings agamst the Bobcats.

QUOTABLE
"It was ;a] huge [win) because
of the simple fact that a lot o(
people questioned our defense,
and we questioned each other,
so I think this is a real good
game to show everybody that
we're stil a team and still working hard as a team."
-Diyral Briggs

NUMBER
CRUNCHING
5 Number of consecutive
road wins BG has
accumulated between
this season and last
The number of wins
^
Bowling Green has
had in its last six home
games.
The combined
number of
yards running
back Chns Bullock has
rushed for in two starts.

215

The number
Q
on touchdowns
7
Freddie Barnes
has scored by rushing,
receiving and throwing so
far this season

MO?
Diyral Briggs was the spark plug on a
defense who wanted badly to rebound
from last week's loss against Kent Slate. I le
had 3.5 tackles for a loss. Briggs was constantly flying around the offensive linemen Into the backfield. getting up close
and personal with F.verson.
"I've got to be very fast and relentless.''
Briggs said. "I'm only 218 |pounds| and
going up against guys over 300 pounds, so
I've just got to be real relentless."
Devon Parks and Brad Williams played
well too. Parks had I.S tackles for a loss
and two pass break-ups. Williams had 1.5
sacks and five tackles overall.
"We did not want to go on a slide. We
wanted to come back and get back to our
type of football. It was stressed till week,"
said Williams. "It started up front with the
defensive line and the defense came out

arid had a pretty good game."
Terrell While and Iolm llancline led
way for the linebackers, While had a teamhigh thirteen tackles, lie and Briggs blew
up a two-point conversion attempt in the
third quarter by forcing Everson to rush
his throw into coverage, only to have it
broken up.
llancline had one of his most effective games of the year, flying to the ball
and staying in position to make plays, he
ended up with eight tackles.
His hit on F.verson in the second quarter
gave the quarterback the hardest yard he
gained all day.
Everson was flushed out of the pocket
and beaded for the outside where he was
met by llaneline. The pop from their helmets crashing together could be heard
throughout the stadium.
I vcrson's helmet flew off and he got up
slowly but stayed in the game. The play
only added to an energy that the Falcons
brought to Athens.
"All we talked about was our character
and our pride, and that was being tested," Brandon said. "That's what we talked
about before the game."
See DEFENSE | Page 7

In one of their biggest
games of the season to date,
the Falcons walked out of
Northern Illinois with a huge
victory. The score was 22-30,
30-22,'30-20. 28-30 and 15-5.
In only iheir third five game
match all season, BG came
up big in the end when it
mattered most. Previously,
the team was 1-1 in five
game matches, losing to
Cleveland State but defeating Duquesne.
T think that was a greal
win." said BG coach Denise
Van De Walle. "They are a
very talented team and I am
ecstatic about getting out of
there with a win."
The win extends their winning streak to 10 matches,
leaving them with a record
of 14-2 overall and 4-0 in the
Mid-American Conference.
The victory also gave
Northern Illinois their first
conference loss, leaving only
BG and Ohio undefeated in
the MAC.
"It was a very good match,
they really challenged us,"
said BCi's Stephanie Swiger. "It
took a team effort to get the
win hut we wen1 able to do it."
In the early part of the
match. Northern Illinois
seemed as t hough I bey won Id
not be denied. BG bit only
.184 ill the first game compared to the 1 luskies .333. An
early deficit proved too much
for the Falcons though.
SeeNETTERSl
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Tigers set to
play Yankees
in first round
By Mile* Fitipatrick
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — If the Detroit
Tigers are going to extend
their surprising season by
making a run in the playoffs,
they'll have to get past the
New York Yankees.
After wasting several
chances to wrap up an AL
Central title, the slumping
Tigers slipped to a wild-card
spot Sunday and now must
open the postseason tomorrow night at Yankee Stadium
against New York's powerful
lineup.
"Once we get to New York,
we'll be ready to go." Tigers
first baseman Sean Casey
said. "It's a new season come
Tuesday night."
All the other first-round
matchups were also settled
on the final day of the regular season. The playoffs
begin Tuesday, when AL
West champion Oakland
visits Minnesota at 1:09 p.m.
I 1)1.
In the National League,
the St. Louis Cardinals play
at San Diego in Game 1 at
4:09 p.m. tomorrow.The New
York Mets will face the Los
Angeles Dodgers, who took
the wild card, in a series that
starts Wednesday at Shea
Stadium.
All four first-round scries
are a best-of-five format.
Making their first trip to
the playoffs since 1987, the
Tigers pulled out all the stops
Sunday as they tried to win
their division and earn homefield advantage in the first
round. But they squandered
a six-run lead against lastplace Kansas City and lost
10-8 in 12 innings for their
fifth consecutive defeat
See TIGERS I Page 8
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DEFENSE
From Page 6
The secondary' ssas led by
Jahmal Brown, who had eight tackles .Hid an Interception. Antonio
Smith also had lour tackles along
with a fumble recovery. Smiths

"I can't say enough about the way they
executed. Our defense just was dominating
today. It was a tremendous team effort all
the way around."

hit on Bverson in the third quarter
neatly knocked die quaiteibadi
out of the game. Bverson ran up
the sidelines and out of bounds,
Smith closed in on him and hit
Everson when he had already gotten out of hounds.
I srisun went down hard and
got up slowly and Inidged kick
to the huddle, only to go down on
one knee, forcing and injury timeout Smith was penalized I 5 yards
for the hit. Bverson missed one
play and came back in. Later in the
drive he thtew a bad option pitch
that was recovered by Smith.
Ihe falcons played the option
very well after giving up a 15 yard
gain on the Bobcats Bra attempt
Bverson had anothei option
attempt knocked down by Kenny
I IT.IV I he loose hall was covered
up by Ohio's Kalvin McRae for an
eight-yaul loss.

NETTERS
From Page 6

Gtegg Brandon | Coach
in the third quarter, Ohio ran
a play which BG has had a tough
time defending, the reverse play
Iiriggs came up big though. He
Hew around hisblockci and dove
at Taylor Price before be could
gel past, taking him clown for
a nine-yard loss and forcing an
eventual punt.
I saw ihe reverse coming and I
knew it was my job to contain, but
I couldn't make it outside so I dove
and made the play," Iiriggs said
Williams and Iiriggs combined
lor a sack in the fourth quarter
thai might have sealed the deal
for the Falcons. Bverson dropped
back on third and ten, onh have
Iiriggs draped around his legs and
Williams in his lace lor a thirteen

yard loss.
The

final

defensive

play

charges and tied the match up
after two games. Kendra Halm
was the star of game two as she

led the Falcons with --i s kills.

In the game, Sssigcr had five
kills while Madeline Means
added four.
"We were out oi ii in the HIM
game," Van DeWalle said. "Thej
weie very aggressive and we
could not do anything until
about the hllh point

lie, responded well, taking the
next two games. In the second
game, the Falcons hit ,39S and
took control early. I hey were
able to fend off any I loskies

Monday. October 2.10% 7

I he I alcons defense could be
Credited With leading the team
to a third game victory, as they
held Northern Illinois to a ,057
hitting percentage. With Mill's
k.ue \ut ullagh neutralized by
the i alcons digs, lit; continued
iis charge by taking the game
30-20. I he falcons also bad to
overcome 10 hitting errors to
win the game.
"I be next couple of games
went really well and it seemed

summed up the day lor l.serson
and the Bobcats.
Everson
attempted to throw the ball out
into the n.it and loren i largrove
Intervened. I largrove caught the
ball on the run and returned
it up the sideline for .'(I yards
before being taken down by
Ohio's Scott Maylc.
The Falcon defense seemed to
lie a step ahead of the Bobcats on
ciciy play. They can only hope
the great play on defense C8Jlies
over to next week when the) head
to Columbus for a date with the
\o. I ranked Buckeyes.
"I caul Bay enough alxiut the
way they executed. Our defense
just was dominating today," said
BG (loach t iregg Brandon. "It was
a tremendous team effort all the
was around."

like a complete turnaround
from the litst game," Van De
W'alle said. "We were the aggressor In those games and we
played well after ii took awhile
loget things going."
lit; looked to have things
going ibeii way and that continued into the fourth game.
They led throughout, even as
late as 28-27 but three straight
Huskies points sent the game
into a deciding fifth game and
had the falcons backs against
Ihe wall. In die game, the
Pa Icons had 24 kills.
A strong start and a dominat-

i I NHCISS

PRESSURE'S ON: John Hanelinp (left) and Kenny Lewis (tO|
stant pressure on quarterback Austen Everson and held running back Kalvin McRae in check

ing offensive performance was
able to give BG the match when
they took the fifth game 15-5 In
the game, ihe Falcons hit ,700 on
offense ami showed they would
not be denied a victory. Means
led the I air nils wilb three kills
ill the game.
"I am very happy die was we
played in the fifth game, as
it was very lopsided. Van De
Walle said. "Means and Doinek.
our outside hitters, played great
today and gave us exactly what
ssc needed. Means had a great
all around game and she gas ens

a compete performance.

Two players led the team
in kills as Corey Domek and
Madeline Means each posted
18kills. Means and I loinck also
had the highest billing percentages, bitting 318 and ,317
respectively. Halm added 16

kills and the falcons totaled 711
for the match, Halm also added
iwoblin ks.
The team had many digs, with
Chelsey Meek leading the way
with 18, Chrissy Gotltke bad 15
digs while Means had 14.
"I think the 4-0 start in the
conference is big because we
base made a statement lo the

OU GAME

Browns get into win column in week four
By Josh Dubow
The Associated Press

OAKLAND, Calif. - Charlie Frye
threw die ball up fin grabs in
the end /one and it looked as

if another late mistake by the
young quarterback would do in
the I leseland Browns.
Instead, the defense held tough
and die Browns rallied from 111
points down and won for thefirsi
time this season, 24-21 user ihe
Oakland Haiders on Sunday.
' I his ssin is huge.' I rye said.

I thought ii was a game we were
supposed to win. I thought we

were a better team than Oakland.
I'm glad we came OUl in the sec
oncl hall and played well."
I rye threw three touchdown
passes to lead the comeback,
but it ssas Ibe interception that
almost cost him again.
With aeveland(l-3) leading by
three points. Frye led the Browns
dossil to Ihe (i before throwing
an ill advised ball ai mss the field
that was intercepted by Mnamcli
Asomugha with 3:58 left
"I thought it ssas a honebead
plas b) me," frye said. "I forced
it. Thai ssas a no-no that late in
the game"
Last week Frye threw an interception in the end /one with
321 leit with Cleveland leading
Baltimore 14-12. Ibe Ravens
then drove for the winning Held
goal.
The Haiders ssere unable to
do the same and are oil lo their
worst start since losing their first
three games in 1961,
"We leel lorinnale to come
out of here ssith a ssin." Browns
coach Romeo Crennel said.
A sveek oil helped the Haiders
(0-31 regroup alter being out
scored 55-6 in ihe liisi two
games in An Shell's second stint
as coach. It seemed like Oakland
was poised for a win after taking

a 21-3 lead.
But pom play on special teams,
a mediocre performance by
Andrew Waller in his Ural career
start and a questionable spot by
the officials doomed Oakland.
"We were belter but dial's not
good enough." Shell said "We
iusi didn't play well on a con
sistcnt basis. We played well in
spnris. you can't play in spurts.
Ynu base to be consistent."
i ails in ibe fourth quarter,
Walter completed a 15 said pass
io Ronald Curry on thlrd-and-16
from the if). Curry appeared to
Stretch the1 ball lo the28, bill the
officials marked him just inside
the 30 and short of a first down.
Shell chose not to challenge
thi' spin alter consulting with

the coaches upstairs, Orpheus
Roye then beat I angston Walker
and stopped UrMont Ionian for
a Jsard loss in the backlield on

fourth ilossn to end the drive.

including a ail-yard score. Sam
Williams returned a fumble 30
yards I'm Oakland's first touchdown ol the year and Walter
connected on a a said pass ssith
Hands Moss for his first career

touchdown.
I rye's third-quarter ID pass
es in kcllcn Uinslnsv and loe
lines ii ius helped die Browns
avoid the third 0-1 start in their
history, lie finished 22-for-32 for
llU sards, winning for the second lime in Oakland, five has
three wins in nine starts overall
Reuben Droughns ran for lot)
s.mis on 25 carries for Cleveland
tiller missing last sveek's game
with a shouldei injury.
"We just kept plugging assay
and the line stayed confident.'
Droughns said. "Being able to
run lite ball against these guswas great because we kind ol
struggled doing that last sear."

waltei was 'i ibr-23 for rat

saliIs. a touchdown and an inter
ception In place of injured starter
Aaron Brooks.
"We goi shut out in the second
ball," Walter said. " I IKII-S unacceptable Dn offense we base to
bit ibe gas pedal when we have
them dossil."

Cleveland's

two

first-ball

scores came alter long kickoll
returns by toshuaCribbs.
\ 65-yard return set up Phil
Daw son's 28-yard field goal, and
after Ionian's touchdown run.
Cribbs look die kick back 53
sank lhal led to Frye'S Jsard
pass in Darnell Dinkins that cut
it to 21-10 with 58 seconds lili
in the hall.

I rye led two touchdown drives
in the third quarter as Cleveland
iallied lo take a 24-21 lead He
tilt VVlnslow on a 22-yard passim
fourth-and-8 from the Oakland
:il to set up a 2-yard I'D pass m

Winslow.

From Page 6
I ueled by a 30-yard run
by Bullock dossil to the loin
yard line, the Falcons si ored
when Barnes took die ball in
himself.
AlicranOlllicId goal, Barnes
Struck again with a one sard
run lo pul the falcons up 11 .i
before halftime
For the Falcons, ihe first
halt ssas all about proving
to fans, opponents and even
themselves that they had what
il look lo w in
"All we lalked about was
our character and pride
— that ssas being tested,"
Brandon said.
I banks in part to some
creative plas calling and lots
of misdirection, the I alcons'
offense continued to move
the hall downfield m the
second half.
Perhaps the highlight ol
the game ssas a ss ide receiver
pass from Partridge to Barnes.

"We had lo go out there and
make a play on that down," Hove
said. "It was a big momentum
swing."
Ionian ran for 128 yards.

Work and School?
Put it all together with UPS,
Birch Run Golf Club
Only 10 Minutes from Campus!
2 miles off 1-75 Sou* in
North Baltimore on St Rt 18
Student ID Special:
\ttjF Weekday 18 Holes with cart
{j£p Weekend 18 Holes with cart

COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Mon, 10/2 from 10am-1:30pm • Student Union
Mon, 10/2 from 2pm-4pm • Career Services
Wed, 10/4 from 10am-1:30pm • Student Union
Wed, 10/4 from 2pm-4pm • Career Services
Fri, 10/6 from 11am-2pm • Student Union

Part-Time Package Handlers

The Helen McMaster Endowed
Professorship in Vocal and Choral Studies

S8.50-S9.50/hi, with increases ol 50C alter 90 days & 50C at one yeai
Excellent Benefits (Medical/Dental/Vision/Life & 40IK)
Paid Vacations • Weekends & Holidays Oil • Weekly Paycheck

JON
FREDRIC WEST
Internationally Renowned Operatic Tenor
"Jon Fredric West sang his heart out tor us. overpowering all
around in an cxhubcrent performance of energy and passion "
—Shaun Goodwin {Siegfried Review)
Wednesday, Oct. 4
Concert, with pianist
Kenneth Bosven. & Honorary
Doctorate Ceremony at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 5
Voice Master Classes
2 4 p.m. & 7-9 p.m.
KOBACKER HAIL
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
FREF AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

BGSU

The UPS
EARN™
LEARN
Program

Cetupto $23,000*
in College Education Assistance!

HOURS OF OPERATION:
Preload ■ -lam-Sam
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm 2:45am
Shift times are approximate.
Apply online at:

www.upsjobs.com
Fot mote information, call UPS at: 419-891-6820
UPS, 1550 Holland Rd, Maumee, OH 43537
'Progiam guidelines apply UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employe) M/F/D/V

oilier teams in die confereni i
Sssiger said. " I In- \sins build
confidence and lei us know
dial vsc an1 on the light tra< I
and that we are doing dungs
well. We still need to ssoik on
being consistent bin oni i
dn that, we will base everything under control."
I be falcons ssill return to
Bowling Green forashort home
stand iIns weekend, hosting
\kinn and Buffalo. I he Akron
match on I riday w ill start at 7
pin., and the Saturday match
against Buffalo beginning ai
:i p.m.

which gained .11 yards, \ftei
Catching the ball on Ihe left
-ide ol the Held. Partridge
threw all ol the was back to
Barnes on die righl side s,.|
ling up Bullock's five-yard
lout helots n run.
"I've been itching lo do
that plas sini e they made
it up," Barnes said I knew it
we lan lhal its bea really big
play loi us."
I oi tile I alcons. ibis was a
must-win to stay competitive
in the MAI East.
"We lose this game >
in the conference, so we'd be
hard-pressed m go where '.si
want to go in the end so gel
ling this ssin righl here was
real big for US."
Although the I alcons base
won five consecutive road
games between ibis .\\u\ lasi lit, will be haul

pressed to continue that streak
when dies lake on No. I Ohio
stale iii'M week III t oliinibus
I he next week. BG Will lie back
ai the Dos i loi homecoming
against I astern Michigan.
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TIGERS
From Page 6

Nate Robertson (13-13) will

Dodgers have Derek Lowe and

pitch Detroit's opener against

dreg Maddux lined up to pitch

Yankees

the first two games. l.os Angeles

right-hander

ChJen-

Ming Wang (19-6).
"Ini .1 l"i easier to beat them

came out of the bullpen for

three out of live than four out

his first

relief

ot seven," Tigers manager Jim

appearance in three years, but

Lcyland said. "We needed our

faced them a short lime ago,"

he gave up the go-ahead runs.

pitchers to give us more than

Dodgers

Detrain

loss coupled with

Minnesota's

5-1

victory over

game

winning streak,

New York won its final four.

outfielder

|.l).

said. "It will be a tough matchup.

krr|> pitching like this, nothing

Their bullpen is pretty much set

else is cuing lo matter."

I'm sure the loss of Martinez is

who tied the Yankees for the
best record In the majors at 97-

held on to win division cham-

the

Twins

65, also are concerned about

pionships Sunday, so they will

ace

lohan

their pitching.

meet in a rematch of a Brst-

Santana

rested

iii)-6)

to

disheartening to them."
The

Padres

and

The Mets will be without an

Oakland curveballer Barry ZitD

Injured Pedro Martinez through-

Cardinals cruised

(16-10).

out the postseason, while the

game sweep.

419-372-6977

- "* will noi known
■dWrttMMBtl ilui dfoCffflUMMi or
encounai ddcrlmlnMlon .»K*"«*' anv
mdinduiil or tiruup on (he bull of race,
tH color IHTII nJUoOt i»«ti'"nal nrigin.
sexual oncin.iiinii ili-.il>l.r.y. Matin as a
MunofOtoa tbtbojli oftny othM ITI-IK

Campus Events

For Sale

Pregnant Confidential. Iree & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

La z Boy reclmer 3 yrs. old. green
contemp style with cupholders and
armrests. $225 firm 419-352-1245

Help Wanted

For Rent

IBARTENDING1 up to $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965 6520 exl. 174.

" Avail. Now Rms low as $225 Mo
Alsounils starting M 07 & 07-08
S.Y @carlyrentals com, or call
419-353 0325 9am-9pm

McDonald Dining Center
DiBenedettos is hiring
day delivery personnel
11am lo 4 pm Mon.. Wed.. Fri.
Travel

Travel with STS to this years top 10
Spring Break destinations1 Best
deals guaranteed1 Highest rep commissions Visit vvwwststravel.com or
call 1 800-648 4849 Great group
discounts

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com
Exolic Dancers.
No experience needed: will train.
Call after 8pm 1-877-258-2764
Experienced Cooks Wanted
Night Shifts. Apply in Person.
Myles Pizza Pub: 516 E. Woosier

JOIN US FOR LUNCH
IN THE GREENERY
AT THE UNION
11:30-2
Monday - Friday

Wanted
Rmte wanted Piedmont Apis on the
cornet ot 8lh & High St Rent. $245
- util For more into call Chris 419320-6668
ROOMMATE NEEDED
$204 50 a month .utilites

The Forl Meigs YMCA in Perrys
burg. OH is looking for lifeguards
and swim instructors. Lifeguards
musl have current certifications. Primarily looking for 9am to noon shift
bul others are available. Call or
e-mail Amanda al 419-251 -9622.
avanzvlOvmcaloledo org

2 bedroom apt. close lo campus.
Call Ashley al 419 345-4185
Subleaser Needed' 1 block from
campus1 $290 mo. WD in unit Free
membership lo Cherry Wood Health
Spa Lease now to May. 07 (740)
310-2157.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!

Rewarding part-time positions working with children who have develop
mental disabilities in a comfortable
home environment in North Baltimore Must be available evenings &
every other weekend. HS or GED
grad with clean driving record required Apply at Renaissance House
Inc . 602 Tiffin Ave Findlay OH. M-F
9am-4pm or call 419-425-0633 for
more information
For Sale

On selected floor plans
2 tickets OSU vs BG Game
50 yard line, section 22. Row 6.
$425 each 419 666-1465

■ Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
vaftsnv SQUARE

N

t

n~

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 til

(V^ atm/XU.' i^f rtrirntrrd
1

wviwxarmikc.coml

V5a*ad*! /2 42.V-4M

MONDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch:11-2
Dinner 4 30-7
Founders Food Court
2 bdrm furnished apt w/ gas fireplace Located next to water lower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.
3 bdrm house. 1 block from shuttle.
Garage. A'C. W/D hookup. NO
PETS. $750 & util. 419-353-8208

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
29
30
33
34
35
36
37
36

I

1

=

■■
■
■

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
50
52
55
56
58
59
60
61
62
63

Barry. Maurice or Robin
Tool or wood follower
Skimpy skirts
Run in neutral
Had on
Hold it. sailor!
Mall neighborhood?
Proof of ownership
Thoughtful letters
Mount
Alter a skirl's length again
Bugler's farewell
Valerie Harper sitcom
2004 Olympics site
Cereal fiber
Cagers' org.
Church honoree
Convenes
Online yuks
Green stroke
Carried along
Magic stick

Tolkien tree
Wish for excessively
Self-indulgent spree
Final degree
Cafe au _
Lure
Eradicate
Farm building
Insertion mark
Incline
Hardly any
Circa
Lincoln's maiden voyage9
World-weary
Starter chips
Corrosive stuff
Passover meal
Surf sound
Chums

Male has furnished room for rent
with freedom of house to a dean,
neat, and honest student $200 deposit. S250 rent. 419-354-6117.
Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm.. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. incld partial ulil Call afler 7 &
leave message. 419-352-5523.
Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100
Simply styling, our 1 bdrm apts.
have lots of slyle for a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419 352-0590

Employ once again
_ del Sol
Hacks
Competent
Late night comic
Paycheck deduction
Villainous
Ties the knot
Eminem's genre
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

©www.dacor.net
or call 419.352.3568

:i 19 Wasl Waastar ■awllna Braon

SAli
NITROGEN WITH ANY
NEW TIRE PURCHASE

: FALL FOR

BRAKES

UI
^
■•W

i OIL CHANGE

$<

Gtt a $50 mail-In rebate wtwn you buy a Ml of 4 ntw
Mlchelln* brand passenger or light truck HrM.
<-li
Offer ends aoon. Hurry in and uval
9fl
»or<«Dricoum-m» cvttiste/14 wsnstoat»O*DCT*IS

Vrt WELCOME COMPANY CARS & NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
1 HOUR HI no" urn aamec. tuMutmn.

700 10:00

SCHOOL FOB SCOUNOMIS|PO-13|700930
• OPEN SEASONIP0I 730 7559351000
JACKASS: NUMBER TWO |R|
7 30935
• ALL THE KING'S MEN IPG-131 71510:00
FLYBOYSlPG-111
7:00 10:00
GRIDIRON GANG (PG-1JI
7:151000
THE BLACK DAHLIA (Kl
710950
EVERYONESHEROC
730935
THE COVENANT IPC-131
9 30
THE PROTECTOR l»)
700
IHE WICKER MAN,PG-lSi
9 30
tALLADEGA NIGHTS: IHE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY 1PO-13I
7 05

ON ANY
Brake Service
i*(m«o«Koums»m'af«sio,i4 o«>M)otHi»wio3uirrs-m»i»iiiisuviv

FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

s^itiOT same CCHTERS c
999 South Main Sb-Mt • Acrou from ALDI rood*
Find more coupons and details about NltroMax, visit www.thetireman.com

423-J86I

MOMUVTHI fcSIU* All HATS, MJ SHOKN 11.50
" R11 ■ X> si \!H* Ml SKMS \\\ SHOWS &2.50

710910

Itf-Ti/rtlott
The Central Michigan University
Neighboring Regions Tuition Award
• In-state tuition rates for any Ohio undergraduate student
who has earned a cumulative GPA of 3.3 or higher
• Awarded upon admission to any CMU graduate program
• Good for your entire graduate program providing you
remain in good academic standing

90S Napoleon Road
Three bedroom, l 5 bath townhouse
with one car garage, appliances
including washer and dryer. Limit 3
people.Tenant mows lawn. $750.00
per month. Tenant pays utilities.

Graduate program opportiinrties
CMU offers more than 60 graduate programs, including biology,
chemistry, English, information systems, psychology, and
health professions.

1745 Limerick-Shamrock Village
located behind Bob Evans.Two
bedroom, 2.5 bath condo with
appliances including washer and
dryer. One car garage. Limit 2
people. Excellent Condition. $850.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities.

www.grad.cmich.edu

All Available Immediatley
NO PETS!

Stop by our table at the Perry Field House
Tuesday, October 3,a, 10:30am-3:00pm

7:109:10
7 20 9:30
7.30
7 009:20

JOHN NEWL0VE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

7 00920

119 t. UOOMI K SIKI 1 I
( \< KOSS IHtlM luonm i

CAM.: 4l9-354-22(iO

CENTRAL MICHIGAN
VVERSITY
CMU is an AA/E0 institution (see wwwcmich edu/aaeo).
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56K PIALUP

Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apl looking for 1 sublsr ASAP
or looking for Spr Sem. Fully furn.
spacious kit. brand new appliances.
WD. A C. central heal, breakfasl
bar. hi-spd cable & internet meld in
rent. $650 mo 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu edu
Iv/wood Apartments
Theresa Fry
419-352-7691. EHO

Present
False god
Voting unit
River bottom
Swift descents
Pay-stub figure
Goofs
Big stick, e.g.
Female prison monitors
Like many campus halls
Broadway "Producer"
Capri or Man
Part of a wineglass
46
Repetitive slogan
47
Bivouac shelter
48
49
Despise
Quaking tree
51
Mockery
52
Tour successfully?
French topper
53
Kind of drum
54
Standish's competition 57
Matinee idol
Constricting serpents
Weakling
Rattling noise
Expressed disapproval
Whirlybird

h

Affordable 1 bdrm.. quiet & cozy.hving room, fireplace, kitchen. $395
mo. plus eleclnc 419 654 5716,
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www.bucfceveinnandsiudlPS.Com

1

1

1

I

ACROSS

839 Seventh Street Apt 14
One bedroom unfurnished with
dishwasher $395 00 per month
deposit S 395.00 Lease lo 8/4/07

244 N. Enterprise. Rm 1
Room for a mate in a rooming house.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
$ 135,00 per month until 5/5/07

CLICK 1PG-111
CARS1G1
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
23
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
34
37
38
40
41
44

APARTMENTS
For Rent

THE GUARDIAN (PC-131

SUPERMAN RETURNS (PC-13)

■

1

Dell computer printer tiered desk
Computer is ready to go & perfect
running cond. System recently restored & all tiles cleaned All cables
& access included Whole package
$200 419-5750739. ask for Todd

755M*nvilie,Apt.9
Two bedroom unfurnished apt. Pet
allowed with $250.00 non-refundable deposit. Rent $425.00 per
month, deposit $425.00. for one
person, $490.00 per month, deposit
$490.00 for 2 people. Lease to 8/4/07.

IHE ANT BULLY 1PG1
MONSTER HOUSE IP(|
LITTLE MAN (P0-1JI
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CONGRATULATIONS TO
PEDRO H. MACHADO
Winner of the Pizza Eating Contest
@ Chillanos's Grand Opening
He Recieved a $20 Gift Certificate
to Dining Service

go6 I N'T! RSTVTI. OHIVF
l-xil 139 Corner n\ 1 -5 and Rl a
ALL STADIUM SEATING
Parly raaaa amllaliN for hlniulny
|,„i ti, . ,,r vimill HIIIIIJM
<«ll for illforiilnllon
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

1 '/-i/is/Aty 6

L/M\\/ II

2003 Monte Carlo L.S
46K
Call 419 409-0461

• Spacious kitchen

I

■

1"

■

Child care wanted affer 3 pm M-F
for 3 year old boy. 10-12 hrs'wk
Conlacl amahone@bg.su edu.

Spring Break 2007 Celebration
20th
Anniversary w Sun Splash Tours
Free trip on every 12 betore Nov. 1.
Free Meals & Parties. Hottest Deals
Ever. Group Discounts on 6*.Hottest Spring Break Destinations 1
800 426 7710 sunsplashtours com

to a three-

Services Offered

$50 a day. about 4 hrs a day. Must
have reliable car. Ocl. 7.9 & 10. and
some training days. 419-378-1414

EVERY MONDAY
TOMATO SOUP &
GRILLED CHEESE

1

r

Cardinals

round series last year, when the

the mound in (lame I against

I The BG News
Classified Ads

■ ■ ■■

Drew

Playing at thenolS) Mctrnilomr.
send

■

"One benefit we have is we

die Chicago White Sox gave
Minnesota Its fourth AL Central
championship in five years,
will

brouaht to vou bv

while

we gnl In the last five days. Hue

The NL East champion Mets,

The Daily Crossword Fix DAf OR

ended the season on a seven-

All-Star siarler Kenny Rogers
regular-season

WWWBGNEWS.COM

